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Program
Studies contains information that will be helpful to students and parents in
2019M
STUDIESof2016-2017

planning an effective and realistic high school program. It includes descriptions about various
curricular choices for each grade, career pathways, statement of graduation requirements, and
course sequences in the high school.
A wide variety of semester and full year courses are offered to meet the abilities and interests of
all students. Careful thought and consideration should be given to the selection of challenging
and rewarding courses for your high school years. Since decisions about course selections are
important due to their long-range effects on your future life, we encourage parents to share in the
decision-making process. Choices about courses for the coming year should be related to the
individual student’s interests, abilities, and future ideas. Choose your courses wisely, keeping in
mind your career and educational plans. Be certain that your course selections help you reach
your goals. As you select your courses, attention should be given to course requirements,
entrance prerequisites, and course sequences. If you have any questions or concerns relating to
program options or course selections, you are encouraged to discuss those with the appropriate
teacher and/or school counselor.

COUNSELING SERVICES IN SELECTION OF COURSES
During February, March, and April, next year’s freshmen, sophomores, juniors, and seniors will
register for the forthcoming year. School counselors will conduct grade level group presentations
to reinforce specific grade level requirements, and an electronic version of the Program of Studies
will be made available online at http://www.hasdpa.net/Page/9231. Additionally, counselors will
guide each homeroom through course selections that meet requirements and reflect personal
future goals. Finally, each student will meet individually with their assigned counselor to discuss
their schedule choices and career plans before formally recording schedule requests into the
Skyward system. Parents are welcome to contact their teen’s counselor at any time during the
scheduling process as well.
COURSE SELECTION AND PATHWAYS TO CAREER GOALS
Students are to carefully select courses with the advice and consent of their parents. Courses should
be selected based on individual aptitudes and interests. Since staffing and budgeting decisions are
based on the course selection process, students should only choose those courses in which they are
sincerely interested in and intend to complete. Requests for changes will only be honored up
through April 30, 2018.
The counseling department recognizes that students and their parents often have questions about
course selection. Two questions that seem to be most common are:

To help address these questions, the counseling department has developed a four-year planning guide for
students to use as they select secondary course offerings. This planning guide helps students consider their
options as they schedule electives around courses needed to fulfill graduation requirements and meet their
post-secondary career goals. The guide may be used to plan a strategy for achieving academic goals by
considering courses and their sequences. It is also useful as a progress chart to record courses that have
been successfully completed as students advance through high school. It is recommended that students
consistently re-evaluate their academic goals in-light-of increasing exposure to new ideas and experiences,
and make adjustments to their plan as often as needed to fulfill their aspirations.
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Which classes are needed to fulfill graduation requirements?
Which courses will be most helpful in planning for post-secondary goals?
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Along with the planning guide, the counseling department has included information outlining the 16
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
National Career Clusters and their related Career Pathways as a tool to assist students and their parents in
2019M
OF STUDIES
selecting
courses.2016-2017
Although students may freely choose any elective beyond their graduation requirements,
they are encouraged to consider courses that meet their academic and career goals while aligning their
training and academic preparedness to specific career pathways. Ultimately, final course selection should
reflect the student’s overall interests and abilities, along with his/her desire to explore options in various
subject areas.

COURSE LOAD
The seven periods in the Hempfield Area High School day allow 42 periods per six-day cycle to
schedule classes. All students must schedule a minimum of 37 class periods with no more than 5
study halls. A complete schedule should include courses that meet graduation requirements
and/or electives that reflect your interests, personal strengths, and career objectives.
APPROVAL FOR EXTERNAL CREDITS
High school students earning course credit toward graduation outside of the Hempfield Area High
School curriculum must receive approval from the school district before course work is initiated.
After obtaining approval and successful completion of the course, credit will be granted toward
graduation and the grade will be designated on the student’s high school transcript as “P” (pass).
Documentation of the course title on the student’s high school transcript will be exactly-the-same
as the course title is documented on the official notification from the external agency supervising
the course work. Class rank and GPA are unaffected by such course work.
Students are to meet with their high school counselor prior to taking any external course work to
discuss the process for receiving approval for such course work. The deadline for approval
requests must be made by the April 30, 2018 scheduling deadline.
APPROVAL FOR EARLY ADMISSION TO COLLEGE
High school students applying for early admission to college must receive approval from the
school district before course work is initiated. A student must have successfully achieved senior
year credit status by the end of the junior year if planning to attend for a full year. Second
semester permission may be granted to those who have maintained appropriate senior credit
status. Further, a student must have a minimum overall 89% average GPA at the time of request
for approval.
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Students are to meet with their high school counselor to discuss the requirements for approval of
early college admission. The deadline for requests is the April 30, 2018 scheduling deadline.
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graduate
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a public high school in Pennsylvania, your child must meet specific requirements
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established by the Local Education Agency (district, charter school, or career and technical center)
in which s/he is enrolled. These local requirements include graduation requirements mandated by
the Commonwealth to guarantee that a Pennsylvania diploma reflects the knowledge and skills that
our graduating students need to be successful in college and the workplace in an increasingly
complex and challenging economy. Graduation from Hempfield Area High School requires
satisfactory completion of a cumulative minimum of 23 credits in grades 9, 10, 11, and 12. The
specific distribution of these credits must include:
ENGLISH
SOCIAL STUDIES
MATH
SCIENCE
*SOCIAL STUDIES, SCIENCE OR MATH
HEALTH
FINANCIAL LITERACY
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
**ELECTIVES

4 CREDITS (SR YEAR RESEARCH PAPER REQUIRED)
3 CREDITS
3 CREDITS
3 CREDITS
1 CREDIT EXTRA
½ CREDIT
½ CREDIT
1 CREDIT (1/4 CREDIT EACH YEAR)
7 CREDITS (2 MUST BE IN ARTS & HUMANITIES)

*CWCTC STUDENTS MAY HAVE THEIR EXTRA 1 CREDIT MET BY THEIR CWCTC
PROGRAM UNDER THE **ELECTIVES CATEGORY.
** Arts courses include: Arts and crafts, music, media, and courses in technology education, and
family and consumer sciences. Humanities courses include: World and classical languages, elective
courses in English, and elective courses in social studies.
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KEYSTONE TESTING
In addition to the scheduling requirements above, students must demonstrate mastery of the PA
Core Standards on the Keystone Exams in order to graduate. Keystone Exams are typically taken
during the spring of the year in which a student is enrolled in the appropriate course, regardless of
the grade he or she is in. The current Keystone Exams are Algebra 1, Biology and Literature. If a
student does not receive a score of “Advanced” or “Proficient” on a Keystone Exam, the student is
permitted to take a re-test during designated windows established by the Pennsylvania Department
of Education. If a student continues to receive a less than “Proficient” score on future retests, the
District will provide opportunities for remediation and the demonstration of mastery in an
alternative manner.
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GRADE 9

GRADE 10

GRADE 11

GRADE 12

1

ENGLISH

ENGLISH

ENGLISH

ENGLISH

2

SOCIAL STUDIES

SOCIAL STUDIES

SOCIAL STUDIES

ELECTIVE

3

SCIENCE

SCIENCE

SCIENCE

ELECTIVE

4

MATHEMATICS

MATHEMATICS

MATHEMATICS

ELECTIVE

5

ELECTIVE

ELECTIVE

ELECTIVE

ELECTIVE

6

FIN LIT / ELECTIVE

HEALTH / ELECTIVE

ELECTIVE

ELECTIVE
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P.E.

P.E

P.E.

P.E.

GRADE 9

GRADE 10

GRADE 11

GRADE 12

1

ENGLISH

ENGLISH

ENGLISH

ENGLISH

2

SOCIAL STUDIES

SOCIAL STUDIES

SOCIAL STUDIES

3

SCIENCE

SCIENCE

4

MATHEMATICS

MATHEMATICS

MATHEMATICS

5

ELECTIVE

CWCTC PROGRAM

CWCTC PROGRAM

CWCTC PROGRAM

6

FIN LIT / ELECTIVE

CWCTC PROGRAM

CWCTC PROGRAM

CWCTC PROGRAM
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P.E.

P.E.

GRADE LEVEL CLASSIFICATION
Designation of sophomore, junior, or senior in the high school is based on a minimum number of
credits earned each year. Promotion in grades 9-12 will be guided by the following credit
information:
1. Assignment to grade 10 requires the minimum satisfactory completion of 5.25 credits.
2. Assignment to grade 11 requires the minimum satisfactory completion of 10.50
credits.
3. Assignment to grade 12 requires the minimum satisfactory completion of 16.75
credits.
Students who do not complete sufficient credits to be placed at the next grade level should discuss
with their counselor the possibility of summer school remediation.

GRADING SYSTEM
A

93%-100%

A-

90%-92%

B+

87%-89%

B

83%-86%

B-

80%-82%

C+

77%-79%

C

73%-76%

C-

70%-72%

D+

67%-69%

D

60%-66%

F

59% and below

CWCTC STUDENT GRADING
Due to grading scale differences between CWCTC and Hempfield Area, Career and Technology
Center students will receive percentage grades using the conversion scale which follows.
Hempfield Area’s grading policy will be followed in calculating the final grades for Hempfield
Area Career and Technology Center students.
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=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
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91
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92
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89
88
87
86

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

89
88
86
85
83
82
80

C
CWCTC HASD
85
84
83
82
81
80
79
78

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

79
78
76
75
74
73
71
70

D
CWCTC HASD
77
76
75
74
73
72
71
70

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

69
68
66
65
64
63
61
60

DROPPING SUBJECTS
No credit will be given for any subject that is dropped before it is completed. This applies to
semester subjects as well as full year subjects. In the unlikely event that a subject is dropped
before completion, a 53% failing grade is issued indicating a withdrawal before completion and a
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GRADE POINT AVERAGE CALCULATION
GPA is cumulative and is computed at the end of each academic year using all recorded grades.
GPA is calculated in two ways: Un-weighted and Weighted. Both GPAs are calculated for each
student and recorded on that student’s transcript. The weighted GPA places greater emphasis
upon those courses deemed more academically challenging. Students electing honors and AP
courses have an opportunity to improve their GPA on a weighted comparison. The un-weighted
GPA is calculated without regard to the curricular subjects. The specific percentage grade
assigned has the same value in each course. This places all course offerings on an equal basis.
WEIGHTED COURSES
The grade point value of a weighted course is calculated by multiplying the grade percent times
the course weight value. Weighted values are used in calculating Honor Roll status, National
Honor Society eligibility, Honor Graduates, Academic Achievement Banquet participation, and
all other forms of Hempfield Area School District academic achievement recognition.
The following weighted courses carry a value of 1.10 rather than 1.00:
AP English Language & Composition
AP English Literature & Composition
AP French Language V
AP Spanish Language V
AP Biology
AP Chemistry
AP Physics I
AP Physics II
AP Statistics
AP Computer Science A

AP Economics
AP American History
AP American Govt & Politics
AP World History
Honors Pre-Calculus
AP Calculus I
AP Calculus II
AP Computer Science
AP Music Theory

These courses carry a value of 1.05 instead of 1.00:
Honors English 9
Honors English 10
Honors English 11
Honors French II, III, IV

Honors Spanish II, III, IV
Honors American History
Honors World History
Honors Algebra II

Honors Geometry
Honors Chemisty
Honors Biology

If the sending transcript contains letter grades, they will be converted into percentages
based on our grading scale as follows:
A = 95%, B = 85%, C = 75%, D = 65%, F = 56%
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TRANSCRIBING NON-HEMPFIELD AREA TRANSCRIPTS
Students who transfer to Hempfield Area High School will have their transcripts transcribed to a
Hempfield Area High School transcript. The transcript process will reflect the course titles and
grades as they appear on the sending transcript as indicated:
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2. If the sending transcript contains percentage grades based on a different grading scale than
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
that of Hempfield Area High School, they will first be translated into letter grades utilizing
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the sending school’s grading scale and then converted to percentages based on
Hempfield’s grading scale as described above.

RANKING
Class ranks are computed at the end of each year by placing students in rank order using weighted
GPA’s.

STUDENT ATHLETES: NCAA ELIGIBILITY STANDARDS
Students planning to attend an NCAA Division I or II institution are required to complete 16 core
courses. Of these 16 core courses, 10 must be completed prior to the seventh semester (7 of the 10
must be a combination of English, math, or natural or physical science that meet the distribution
requirements as outlined by the NCAA below). Only NCAA approved core courses are used in the
calculation of the GPA for NCAA purposes. Be sure to look at your high school’s list of NCAA
approved core courses at www.eligibilitycenter.org to make certain that the courses being taken
have been approved as core courses.*
*Courses considered elective in nature are generally NOT approved core courses for NCAA
eligibility standards. For example, ALL courses in the Art Department, Family & Consumer
Science Department, Music Department, and Technology Education Department are NOT
approved. However, ALL World Languages ARE approved core courses in addition to some
electives like Anatomy I and II and those in the Science and Social Studies areas. There are some
exceptions though and you must consult your counselor and utilize the approved core course list for
Hempfield Area from the eligibility center website indicated above. Many times, General courses
are not acceptable. Emphasis is on College Preparatory Coursework.

DIVISION II

16 CORE COURSES

16 CORE COURSES
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For more information regarding the rules, visit the eligibility center website identified above and
consult your school counselor prior to scheduling your courses.
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4 years of
English
2019M OF
2016-2017







3 years of Math (Algebra I or higher)
2 years of Natural / Physical Science (1
year of lab if offered by high school)
1 year of additional English, Math, or
Natural / Physical Science
2 years of Social Science
4 years of additional courses (from any
area above, Foreign Language or
Comparative Religion / Philosophy)








3 years of English
2 years of Math (Algebra I or higher)
2 years of Natural / Physical Science (1
year of lab if offered by high school)
3 years of additional English, Math, or
Natural / Physical Science
2 years of Social Science
4 years of additional courses (from any
area above, Foreign Language or
Comparative Religion / Philosophy)

COLLEGE AND CAREER PATHWAYS
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To provide a solid education without exploring a student’s career goals and aspirations is like
navigating without a compass. To make things easier, Hempfield Area High School has aligned
their curriculum and courses with the National Career ClustersTM Framework. Each course in the
Program of Studies has a symbol(s) beside it representing the career cluster that best matches the
course. The National Career ClustersTM Framework is comprised of 16 Career ClustersTM and
related Career Pathways. When selecting your courses, think about possible career clusters that
interest you. You can further explore the National Career Clusters and related Career Pathways at
http://www.careertech.org/career-clusters and/or
http://www.careeronestop.org/Videos/CareerandClusterVideos/career-and-cluster-videos.aspx.
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Hospitality & Tourism
 Lodging
 Recreation, Amusements & Attractions
 Restaurants & Food/Beverage Services
 Travel & Tourism

Architecture & Construction
 Construction
 Design/Pre-Construction
 Maintenance/Operations

Human Services
 Consumer Services
 Counseling & Mental Health Services
 Early Childhood Development & Services
 Family & Community Services
 Personal Care Services

Arts, A/V Technology & Communications
 A/V Technology & Film
 Journalism & Broadcasting
 Performing Arts
 Printing Technology
 Telecommunications
 Visual Arts

Information Technology
 Information Support & Services
 Network Systems
 Programming & Software Development
 Web & Digital Communications

Business Management & Administration
 Administrative Support
 Business Information Management
 General Management
 Human Resources Management
 Operations Management

Law, Public Safety, Corrections & Security
 Correction Services
 Emergency & Fire Management Services
 Law Enforcement Services
 Legal Services
 Security & Protective Services
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Agriculture, Food & Natural Resources
 Agribusiness Systems
 Animal Systems
 Environmental Service Systems
 Food Products & Processing Systems
 Natural Resources Systems
 Plant Systems
 Power, Structural & Technical Systems
Architecture & Construction
Architecture & Construction
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Support
Professional Support Services
Teaching/Training

Finance
 Accounting
 Banking Services
 Business Finance
 Insurance
 Securities & Investments

Marketing
 Marketing Communications
 Marketing Management
 Marketing Research
 Merchandising
 Professional Sales

Government & Public Administration
 Foreign Service
 Governance
 National Security
 Planning
 Public Management & Administration
 Regulation
 Revenue & Taxation

Science, Technology, Engineering & Math
(STEM)
 Engineering & Technology
 Science & Mathematics

Health Sciences
 Biotechnology Research & Dev.
 Diagnostic Services
 Health Informatics
 Support Services
 Therapeutic Services

Transportation, Distribution & Logistics
 Facility & Mobile Equipment Maintenance
 Health, Safety & Environmental
Management
 Logistics Planning & Management Services
 Sales & Service
 Transportation Operations
 Transportation Systems/Infrastructure
Planning, Management & Regulation
 Warehousing & Distribution Center
Operations
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Manufacturing
 Health, Safety & Environmental Assurance
 Logistics & Inventory Control
 Maintenance, Installation & Repair
 Manufacturing Production Process Dev.
 Production
 Quality Assurance
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 Administration & Administrative
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According to the National Association of State Directors of Career Technical Education Consortium
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
(2014), “The National Career Clusters™ Framework is comprised of 16 Career Clusters™ and
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

related Career Pathways to help students explore different career options and better prepare for
college and career. The National Career Clusters Framework serves as an organizing tool for
curriculum design and instruction. It also functions as a useful guide in developing programs of
study bridging secondary and postsecondary curriculum and for creating individual student plans of
study for a complete range of career options. As such, it helps students discover their interests and
their passions, and empowers them to choose the educational pathway that can lead to success in
high school, college, and career.” Each of the following pathways is aligned to the Hempfield Area
High School’s Program of Studies to provide students an outline to follow when selecting courses
and electives that are associated to a potential future career.

AGRICULTURE, FOOD, AND NATURAL RESOURCES
This Career Cluster focuses on the production, processing, marketing, distribution, financing, and
development of agricultural commodities and resources including food, fiber, wood products,
natural resources, horticulture, and other plant and animal products/resources.
This career cluster contains seven
pathways
Agribusiness Systems
Animal Systems
Environmental Service Systems
Food Products & Processing
Systems
Natural Resources Systems
Plant Systems
Power, Structural & Technical
Systems Architecture &
Construction

Some Suggested HAHS Electives

Ecology
Am/Rg Foods

CADD
Eng. CADD

Spec. Foods

Power & Energy

Marketing
AP Biology
Geology
Ocean Sci
Chem II

Food Science
Sustain. Eats
Biology II
Manuf. Systems
Arch. CADD

CWCTC Programs
Carpentry
Construction Trades Technology
Culinary Arts
Electrical Technology Occupations
Heating and Air Conditioning
Horticulture
Logistics & Warehouse
Management
Power Line

ARCHITECTURE AND CONSTRUCTION
This Career Cluster focuses on designing, planning, managing, building and maintaining the built
environment.

Foun. Of Tech.
Manuf. Systems
Eng. CADD
Robotics
Graphics 2
Power & Energy
AP Physics 1

Eng. Design
CADD
Arch. CADD
Intro. Cr. Des.
Physics II
Draw & Paint I
AP Physics II

CWCTC Programs
Carpentry
Construction Trades Technology
Electrical Technology Occupations
Heating & Air Conditioning (HVAC)
Masonry
Robotics Engineering
Welding
Painting & Decorating
Plumbing
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Some Suggested HAHS Electives
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This career cluster contains three
pathways
Construction
Design/Pre-construction
Maintenance/Operations
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ARTS,2016-2017
A/V TECHNOLOGY, AND COMMUNICATIONS
2019M OF STUDIES

This Career Cluster focuses on designing, producing, exhibiting, performing, writing, and
publishing multimedia content including visual and performing arts and design, journalism, and
entertainment services.
This career cluster contains six
pathways
A/V Technology and Film
Journalism and Broadcasting
Performing Arts
Printing Technology
Telecommunications
Visual Arts

Some Suggested HAHS Electives
TVWB I-IV
Theater I, II
Comm. Sys.
Band/Choir
Photo I-II
Cr. Web Des.
French I-V
Spanish I-V

Journalism I-III
Graphics 1-3
Intro. Cr. Des.
Guitar/Piano
Dig. Video I-II
Fabric Arts I-III
German I-IV

CWCTC Programs
Commercial & Advertising Art
Computer & Information Science
Graphic Design
Painting & Decorating

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION
This Career Cluster focuses on planning, organizing, directing and evaluating business functions
essential to efficient and productive business operations.
This career cluster contains five
pathways
Administrative Support
Business Information
Management
General Management
Human Resources Management
Operations Management

Some Suggested HAHS Electives
Acct. I – Prop.
Princ. Of Mgt.
Int’l. Bus.
Bus. Law
Psychology
AP Stat.
Spanish I-V

Acct. I – Corp.
Marketing
Sm. Bus. Mgt.
Sociology
Prob & Stat
French I-V
German I-IV

CWCTC Programs
Commercial & Advertising Art
Computer & Information Science
Graphic Design
Logistics & Warehouse
Management

EDUCATION AND TRAINING
This Career Cluster focuses on planning, managing and providing education and training services,
and related learning support services.

Child Dev 1-3
(Preschool)
Psychology
Cr. Web Des.
Graphics 1-3
French I-V
Spanish I-V

Sociology
Prob & Stat
Mobile App. Dev.
Theater I-II
German I-IV

CWCTC Programs
Computer & Information Science

Graphic Design
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Professional Support Services
Teaching/Training

Some Suggested HAHS Electives
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This career cluster contains three
pathways
Administration and Administrative
Support
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FINANCE
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This Career Cluster focuses on planning, services for financial and investment planning, banking,
insurance, and business financial management.
This career cluster contains three
pathways
Accounting
Banking Services
Business Finance
Insurance
Securities and Investments

Some Suggested HAHS Electives
Acctg. I- Corp
Princ. of Mgt
Prob & Stat
AP Econ.
Marketing

CWCTC Programs

Acctg. I - Prop
Financial Literacy
AP Statistics
Bus. Law
On Your Own

GOVERNMENT AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
This Career Cluster focuses on planning and performing government functions at the local, state and
federal levels, including governance, national security, foreign service, planning, revenue and
taxation, and regulations.
This career cluster contains seven
pathways
Foreign Service
Governance
National Security
Planning
Public Management and
Administration
Regulation
Revenue and Taxation

Some Suggested HAHS Electives
French I-V
German I-IV
Sociology
AP Econ.
AP Govt.
Bus. Law
Project 18
Int’l. Bus.

Spanish I-V
Psychology
AP Wld. History
Econonomics
AP Am. History
Acct. I-Corp.
CIA
Prin. Of Mgt.

CWCTC Programs
Protective Services

HEALTH SCIENCE
This Career Cluster focuses on planning, managing, and providing therapeutic services, diagnostic
services, health informatics, support services, and biotechnology research and development.

Anat/Phys I
Biology II
Prob & Stat
AP Biology
Physics
AP Statistics
Comp. Prog.

Anat/Phys II
Chemistry II
Forensic Science
AP Chemistry
Psychology
Sociology

CWCTC Programs
Health Occupations Technology
Sports Therapy and Exercise
Science

16

Health Informatics
Support Services
Therapeutic Services

Some Suggested HAHS Electives
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This career cluster contains five
pathways
Biotechnology Research and
Development
Diagnostic Services
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HOSPITALITY AND TOURISM ADMINISTRATION
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This Career Cluster focuses on the management, marketing and operations of restaurants and other
food services, lodging, attractions, recreation events and travel related services.
This career cluster contains four
pathways
Lodging
Recreation, Amusement, and
Attractions
Restaurants and Food/Beverage
Services
Travel and Tourism

Some Suggested HAHS Electives
French I-V
German I-IV
Am/Rg Food
Sustain. Eats
Sports Mktg.
Sm. Bus. Mgt

Spanish I-V
Food Science
Specialty Foods
Marketing
Prin. Of Mgt.
Cr. Web. Design

CWCTC Programs
Culinary Arts

HUMAN SERVICES
This Career Cluster focuses on preparing individuals for employment in career pathways that relate
to families and human needs such as counseling and mental health services, family and community
services, personal care, and consumer services.
This career cluster contains five
pathways
Consumer Services
Counseling and Mental Health
Services
Early Childhood Development and
Services
Family and Community Services
Personal Care Services

Some Suggested HAHS Electives
Psychology
Marketing
Prob & Stat
Money Matt.
Food Science
Family Living
Skills for Liv.
French I-IV
German I-IV

Sociology
Child Dev. I-III
Anat/Phys I-II
Sustain. Eats
Humanities
Sm. Bus. Mgt.
Bus. Law
Spanish I-V

CWCTC Programs
Health Occupations Technology
Sports Therapy and Exercise
Science
Cosmetology
Protective Services

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
This Career Cluster focuses on building linkages in IT occupations for entry level, technical and
professional careers related to the design, development, support and management of hardware,
software, multimedia and systems integration services.

Mob. App. Dev.
Robotics
Creat. Web Des
Comp. Prog.
AP Computer

Graphics 1-3
Comm. Sys.
Adv. Web Des.
Prog. In Java
TVWB I-IV

CWCTC Programs
Computer & Information Science
Graphic Design
Robotics Engineering
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Some Suggested HAHS Electives
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This career cluster contains three
pathways
Information Support and Services
Network Systems
Programming and Software
Development
Web and Digital Communications

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
LAW, PUBLIC
SAFETY, CORRECTIONS, AND SECURITY
2019M OF STUDIES
2016-2017

This Career Cluster focuses on planning, managing, and providing legal, public safety, protective
services and homeland security, including professional and technical support services.
This career cluster contains five
pathways
Correction Services
Emergency and Fire Management
Services
Law Enforcement Services
Legal Services
Security and Protective Services

Some Suggested HAHS Electives
Psychology
Forensic Sci.
AP Gov’t.
German I-IV

Sociology
Bus. Law
French I-V
Spanish I-V

CWCTC Programs
Protective Services

MANUFACTURING
This Career Cluster focuses on planning, managing and performing the processing of materials into
intermediate or final products and related professional and technical support activities such as
production planning and control, maintenance and manufacturing/process engineering.
This career cluster contains six
pathways
Production
Manufacturing Production Process
Development
Maintenance, Installation and
Repair
Quality Assurance
Logistics and Inventory Control
Health, Safety and Environmental
Assurance

Some Suggested HAHS Electives
Ecology
Manuf. Sys.
CADD
Foun. Of Tech
Robotics
Comp. Prog.

Eng. Design
Graphics 1-3
Eng. CADD
Comm. Syst.
Power & Energy
AP Computer

CWCTC Programs
Carpentry
Commercial & Advertising Art
Computer & Information Science
Construction Trades Technology
Electrical Technology Occupations
Logistics & Warehouse
Management
Robotics Engineering
Painting & Decorating

MARKETING
This Career Cluster focuses on planning, managing and performing marketing activities to reach
organizational objectives.

Mass Media
AP Statistics
Accounting I
Adv. Acctg.
Cr. Web Des.
Prin. Of Mgt.
French I-V
German I-IV

Prob & Stat
Bus. Law
Graphics 1-3
Marketing
Mob. App. Dev.
Sports Marketing
Spanish I-V

CWCTC Programs
Computer & Information Science
Graphic Design
Logistics & Warehouse
Management
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Merchandising
Marketing Research

Some Suggested HAHS Electives
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This career cluster contains five
pathways
Marketing Management
Professional Sales
Marketing Communications

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
2019M OF STUDIES
2016-2017
SCIENCE,
TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING AND MATHEMATICS (STEM)

This Career Cluster focuses on planning, managing and providing scientific research and
professional and technical services (e.g., physical science, social science, engineering) including
laboratory and testing services, and research and development services.
This career cluster contains two
pathways
Engineering and Technology
Science and Mathematics

Some Suggested HAHS Electives
Chemistry II
Biology II
Physics II
Forensic Science
Graphics 1 - 2
CADD
Arch. CADD
Exploratory Bus.
Acctg. I

Adv. Acctg.
Prob & Stat
Prog. In C++
Anat/Phys I-II
Robotics
Manuf. Sys.
Eng. CADD
Eng. Design
AP Computer

CWCTC Programs
Computer & Information Science
Health Occupations Technology
Machine Trades Technology
Robotics Engineering
Sports Therapy & Exercise Science
Powerline
Electrical Occupations Technology
Automotive Technology
Auto Collision Technology

TRANSPORTATION, DISTRIBUTION AND LOGISTICS
This Career Cluster focuses on planning, management, and movement of people, materials, and
goods by road, pipeline, air, rail and water and related professional support services such as
transportation infrastructure planning and management, logistics services, mobile equipment and
facility maintenance.

Comm. Sys.
Robotics
Eng. Design
Mob. App. Dev
Eng. CADD
Physics I

Power & Energy
Manuf. Syst.
Marketing
CADD
Int’l Business
Ecology

CWCTC Programs
Automotive Technology
Logistics & Warehouse
Management
Welding
Machine Trades Technology
Robotics Engineering

Electrical Occupations Technology
Powerline
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This career cluster contains seven
pathways
Transportation Operations
Logistics Planning and
Management Services
Warehousing and Distribution
Center Operations
Facility and Mobile Equipment
Maintenance
Transportation Systems /
Infrastructure Planning,
Management and Regulation
Health, Safety and Environmental
Management
Sales and Service

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
COURSE CATEGORIES
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
ADVANCED
2019M
OF STUDIESPLACEMENT
2016-2017

Advanced Placement (AP) is a program in the United States and Canada, created by the College
Board, which offers college-level curricula and examinations to high school students. After
completing an AP class, students typically take the AP Exam in that subject. Most U.S. colleges
have an AP Credit Policy that allows students who have scored well on the exam to earn college
credit, placement or both. Meant to be roughly equivalent to first-year undergraduate college
coursework, these rigorous courses provide motivated and academically prepared students with the
opportunity to study and learn at the college level.
HONORS
Honors level courses offer the same curriculum as regular classes but are tailored for high-achieving
students by providing an increased level of rigor and covering content in more depth and breadth.
Students should anticipate material being covered at a faster pace, a higher demand for outside of
school work, and additional reading and writing assignments.
ACADEMIC
These courses are primarily designed to offer a challenging curriculum to those students who have
demonstrated both an aptitude and a desire to attend a four-year college, technical school or enter
the workforce upon graduation. While not as rigorous as the honors level, these courses are meant
to be appropriately challenging in preparing students for success beyond high school.
GENERAL
While similar in content, general level courses are less challenging than academic level courses and
less outside of classroom work is required. These courses are not intended as college preparatory
in nature.

COLLEGE IN HIGH SCHOOL (CHS)
The College in High School (CHS) Program enables Hempfield Area teachers to work with local
universities in a partnership to offer college level courses. CHS courses provide high school
students the opportunity to earn college credits and receive a grade on a university transcript for
courses successfully completed at HAHS. In many cases, students may transfer these credits to
other universities. Students enrolling in the CHS program will be required to pay a nominal fee to
the universities for each course. Students may enroll in the courses and opt not to take them for
college credit. HAHS has concurrent enrollment agreements with Seton Hill University, La Roche
College, and Westmoreland County Community College. Approved courses include:

Seton Hill University

Spanish IV

German IV
Theater I

College Writing
French III

Anatomy/Physiology
I
Anatomy/Physiology
II
Honors Pre-Calculus
Sociology

American Government

French IV

HACA Sociology

Chemistry II
Study of Personality
HACA Psychology
Honors Survey of
American Literature
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Spanish III
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College Algebra &
Trig
German III

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
Westmoreland County
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

Anatomy/Physiology II
French III

Community College

College Writing
French IV

Study of Personality
Honors Survey of American
Literature

La Roche College
German III
French III

German IV
French IV

Spanish IV

*The student and their family are responsible for meeting all financial obligations for the CHS /
Dual Enrollment Program.

S.T.E.M.
S.T.E.M. PROGRAM
S.T.E.M. is the collaborative integration of science, technology, engineering, and math through the
interaction of disciplines to produce competitive students who can apply skills learned in the
classroom in the modern day global workforce. This program is for students who are interested in a
S.T.E.M. related field as a career, would like to participate in job shadowing during high school to
gain experience and make connections with universities and corporations, would like to work with
colleges and universities to complete hands-on learning activities, and are motivated to earn a
S.T.E.M. seal on your high school transcript. Applications are accepted in January of the
sophomore year for approval in February of that same year. Students must meet all graduation
requirements as mandated by the Hempfield Area School District. In addition, students must also
participate in a Junior year seminar with IUP, complete an additional two credits of S.T.E.M.
electives, and schedule S.T.E.M. Communications with Job Shadowing and Senior Project during
the Senior year while maintaining a minimum 2.5 unweighted GPA.
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*HIGHLIGHTED COURSES ARE OFFERED IN AN ONLINE FORMAT AS WELL*
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S.T.E.M. PREMIER
S.T.E.M. Premier is a company that provides an online platform to promote student academic
and/or technical achievements. Hempfield Area has partnered with this company to allow all
Hempfield Area High School students an opportunity to provide a comprehensive view of their
technical, academic, and extracurricular experiences in order to showcase their achievements in a
particular area of interest. In addition to providing scholarship, job, and internship information, this
platform also serves as an intermediary between the students, post-secondary institutions and
corporations while providing connectivity for students to these entities. Students can create their
profile at any time and update appropriately as they proceed through high school.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017
ART PROGRAM OF STUDY

YR

SEM

9

10

11

12

CREDIT

6715

Intro to Creative Design

x

6

x

x

x

X

.5

6721

Drawing and Painting I

x

6

x

x

x

X

.5

6722

Drawing and Painting II

x

6

x

x

x

X

.5

6741

Animation I

x

6

x

x

x

X

.5

6742

Animation II

x

6

x

x

x

X

.5

6733

Ceramics and Sculpture I

6

x

x

x

X

1.0

6835

Ceramics & Sculpture II

x

6

x

x

X

.5

6755

Photography I

x

6

x

x

X

.5

6842

Photography II

x

6

x

X

.5

6765

Digital Photography

x

6

x

x

x

X

.5

6851

Digital Video I

x

6

x

x

x

X

.5

6852

Digital Video II

x

6

x

x

x

X

.5

6825

Art Studio Portfolio

x

6

x

X

.5

x
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COURSE
NO.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
INTRO TO CREATIVE DESIGN
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
Intro to Creative Design is an entry-level course for students who have an interest in the visual
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

arts, are creative, and willing to try new things. In this course, students will learn practical skills
in creative problem-solving, produce two- and three-dimensional works inspired by artists from
the past and present, and use a wide variety of media including recycled materials and jewelry.
All lessons will incorporate knowledge of the elements and principles of design and art criticism.
DRAWING AND PAINTING I
Drawing and Painting I is an entry level course that covers a variety of two-dimensional
experiences, including use of graphite, charcoal, pastels, acrylic, ink, watercolor, collage/mixed
media, and printmaking. All students are expected to “think outside of the box” and be inspired
by things that impact them personally. Units will primarily focus on art making, but will also
include discussions, lectures and slides, reflection/critiques, written assignments, and will address
the elements and principles of design.
DRAWING AND PAINTING II
Prerequisite: Drawing & Painting I
Drawing and Painting II will explore advanced applications of the concepts presented in Drawing
and Painting I. Through discussion of artists of the past and present, current events, and personal
experience, students will create dynamic and unique works of art. You will learn to see the world
differently and share your view with others.
ANIMATION I
Animation I is an entry-level course that introduces students to a variety of forms of animation.
Students will complete traditional animations as well as using programs such as Final Cut Pro,
Adobe Character Animator, Adobe Animate, Photoshop and Adobe Fuse to complete animation
lessons.
ANIMATION II
Prerequisite: Animation I
Animation II will challenge students to further build on their skills learned in Animation I.
Students will continue to work with traditional animation as well as paperless animation.
Students will create mixed media animation, stop motion/claymation, and rotoscoping. The
students will use Macintosh computers and software to complete animation lessons. Students will
use animation to artistically express themselves and effectively tell a concise story through
animation. This course is geared toward students with a strong interest in animation.
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CERAMICS AND SCULPTURE I
Ceramics and Sculpture I is an entry vehicle for students who may have an interest in the threedimensional visual arts. Students will work with a select group of three-dimensional visual arts
media. The course will introduce art criticism, aesthetics, art history, and studio production, as
well as crafts and their role in the arts.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
CERAMICS AND SCULPTURE II
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
Prerequisite: Ceramics and Sculpture I
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

Ceramics and Sculpture II will provide the student with advance preparation for college in the
visual arts. This course will allow a student with serious interest in the three-dimensional arts the
opportunity to develop at an advanced level. Emphasis will be on advanced performance in threedimensional studio production, including a quality portfolio, art history, art criticism, and
aesthetics.

PHOTOGRAPHY I
Prerequisite: Digital Photography
Photography I is a progression from digital photography. Students taking this course will learn to
“see” with a camera, be inspired by photographers from past to present, and take beautiful
photographs. Aside from working with digital cameras, students will be introduced to and create
camera-less photography, pin-hole photography and 35mm photography. Since photography is the
most popular visual medium in the world, you will undoubtedly use these skills for life!
PHOTOGRAPHY II
Prerequisite: Photography I
Photography II is a natural outgrowth of photography I. This course is specifically designed to meet
the needs of those students who are interested in continued post high school study or careers in the
photographic arts. Photo II will require greater mastery skills and advanced photographic
techniques, as well as film and digital imagery. The students will have the opportunity to develop a
professional portfolio for acceptance or placement in the college or career opportunities. Students
will participate in a semester end exhibit that will be shown in the community.

DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Digital Photography will introduce students to the digital media used to produce computer based
photographic images. Students will learn to operate a digital camera and apply photographic
techniques to composition and design assignments that reference art criticism and aesthetics. The
software used is Photoshop. The camera provided for student-use includes manual as well as
automatic controls. When used manually, students can adjust shutter speed, aperture settings
focusing, and ISO settings.
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DIGITAL VIDEO I
Shoot and Edit Video! Digital Video I is an entry-level course designed to introduce students to
digital technology for video production and digital editing. Students will learn basic and
intermediate editing techniques on still images, video, and audio. Students will use digital cameras
and video recorders to capture original footage. Macintosh Operating System and programs such
as, but not limited to, iPhoto, iMovie, Final Cut Pro X, Garageband and After Effects, will be used
to edit video and audio. Students will be given several shoot and/or editing assignments to refine
their video skills.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
DIGITAL VIDEO II
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

Prerequisite: Digital Video I
Digital Video II will challenge students to explore the video production process while producing
more ambitious work through improved technical skills. Students will build on the skills taught in
Digital Video I to further develop independent skills and team roles in various areas of digital
video production. Using digital cameras and digital video recorders, along with higher level
video editing software, the students will produce, create, and edit original videos. The television
broadcast studio facilities and equipment may also be utilized for some of the assignment work.
Students should be self-motivated and have a strong interest in video production.
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ART STUDIO PORTFOLIO
Prerequisite: Drawing and Painting II or teacher recommendation
Advanced Portfolio Preparation is a demanding course that will allow those students with a
serious interest in the visual arts the opportunity to move to an advanced level. This course will
provide the student with advanced college preparation in the visual arts. It will assist the student
in the preparation of a quality portfolio for employment, college admission, and/or placement.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
BUSINESS
, COMPUTER
2019M
OF STUDIES
2016-2017& INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM OF STUDY

Course Title
Exploratory Business

5215

Business and Personal Law

x

6

5225

Financial Literacy

x

6

5335

Accounting I – Proprietorship

x

5345

Accounting I – Corporate

5635

10
x

11
x

12
x

x

x

x

.5

x

x

x

.5

6

x

x

x

.5

x

6

x

x

x

.5

Small Business Management

x

6

x

x

x

.5

5645

International Business

x

6

x

x

x

.5

5655

Marketing

x

6

x

x

x

.5

5675

Video Game Development & Program

x

6

x

x

x

.5

5685

Microsoft Office Certification

x

6

x

x

x

.5

5555

Mobile App Development

x

6

x

x

x

.5

5715

Principles of Management

x

6

x

x

x

.5

5725

Sports & Entertainment Mktg.

x

6

x

x

x

.5

x

x

Credit
.5
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Course
No.
5455

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
EXPLORATORY BUSINESS
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
Exploratory Business will explore the skills and job opportunities in areas of business such as
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

accounting, marketing, business law, finance, international business, entrepreneurship, and
computers. Students will have a chance to perform basic job-related tasks in those areas of
business that offer the greatest career opportunities.
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL LAW
All students would benefit from having a basic legal background and knowing their individual
rights as a citizen in our society. Through this course, the students will learn how to deal with
legal situations that may arise in their business and personal lives. Students will develop a greater
understanding of our court system, contracts, warranties, product liabilities, buying and renting
homes, insurance, and employment laws.
FINANCIAL LITERACY
This course is designed to help students learn and apply life skills in money management, saving
and investing, credit management, and retirement planning. A financial planning “life-like”
simulation will be incorporated to maximize student engagement and learning. By exploring
successful strategies to grow and protect wealth, students will discover the richness of information
available to manage their lives and their resources.
ACCOUNTING I - PROPRIETORSHIP
This is an essential course for students interested in pursuing study in any business-related field.
Students will learn about transactions and how accountants use a double-entry system (debits and
credits) to keep track of these transactions. Students will study the complete accounting cycle of
recording transactions, preparing financial statements, and “closing the books” for a single-owner
service business. Work will be completed both manually and electronically utilizing accounting
and spreadsheet software.
ACCOUNTING I - CORPORATE
Prerequisite: Accounting I - Proprietorship
This is an essential course (part 2) for students interested in pursuing study in any business-related
field. Students will work the steps of the accounting cycle using a retail merchandising type
business organized as a corporation. For this more complex business type, transactions will be
analyzed, adjustments will be determined, and financial statements prepared. Tasks relating to
employee and employer payroll will also be addressed. Work will be completed both manually
and electronically utilizing accounting and spreadsheet software.
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SMALL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
Small Business Management will prepare students to succeed as an entrepreneur now, after
graduation, or later in their careers. Students will develop their own business plans in preparation
for becoming self-employed. If you are interested in opening your own business, this is the
course for you!

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
We live in a global business world. International Business provides students with the vision and
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

skills necessary to function in a global society as world-class consumers, workers, and citizens.
Important global issues such as currency exchange, importing, exporting, trade relations,
marketing across borders, and cultural differences will be studied. Videos, in-class simulations,
and real-world government websites will be utilized to give students a true picture of an everchanging international business world.
MARKETING
Marketing presents an overview of business operations that connect a product or service to its
user. This course is designed with an emphasis on the types of markets, market identification, and
the four “P’s” of marketing – Product, Place, Price, and Promotion. Students will explore how
products are developed, distributed, priced, and promoted. Additional topics include basic
marketing and economic concepts, legal and ethical issues concerning marketers, credit, and
merchandising. Students will complete activities using various computer software and tools, and
utilize simulation software to test and develop their business skills.

MICROSOFT OFFICE CERTIFICATION
This course will provide the necessary training to prepare interested students in participating in
the MOS Certification (Microsoft Office Specialist). Microsoft Office is a set of desktop
applications that offer flexible and powerful ways to organize, manage, and present information.
It is designed for those students interested in building and practicing advanced computer skills
essential for today’s job market.
VIDEO GAME DEVELOPMENT/PROGRAMMING
This programming course will provide the students with a cutting-edge opportunity to explore
programming as a viable career choice as well as using and embellishing upon core subject
material while incorporating the most current technologies. The students will design and enhance
their own video game program as part of this course.
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PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT
Principles of Management provide students with a solid foundation of the characteristics of the
typical business structure, how it operates, and the management process. Economics,
international factors, credit practices, and technology all effect the corporate environment.
Students will examine how the roles of managers, workers and different leadership styles build
start-ups to successful businesses. A unit on business etiquette, email etiquette, and safe and
social networking are addressed. Students will also participate in completing a job application,
building a proper cover letter & resume, and practice job interview skills.
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MOBILE APP DEVELOPMENT
Would you like to develop a Mobile App? This course is designed for students, no matter their
programming experience, to understand the basics of programming and the programming of
mobile applications. Students will also understand the design process and mobile application life
cycles. The course will demonstrate and students will learn to write code and then to deploy their
apps to different systems including Android, iOS, Windows, Blackberry and Mac. At the
conclusion, students will have the opportunity to take a certification exam and receive the Mobile
Application Design and Development Certification.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
SPORTS AND ENTERTAINMENT MARKETING
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

Page
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Prerequisite: Marketing Recommended
This course is designed to concentrate on basic marketing concepts in the sports and entertainment
industries. The field of sports and entertainment marketing is rapidly growing, with many colleges
and universities offering it as an area of specialization. Marketing topics will include activities
focused on college and amateur sports, professional sports, recreational sports, as well as the
musical and theatrical genres.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
ENGLISH
PROGRAM
OF STUDY
2019M
OF STUDIES
2016-2017

Course
No.
1903

Course Title
Honors – English 9

Yr.

1913

English 9 – Academic

x

6

x

1.0

1923

English 9

x

6

x

1.0

1003

Honors – English 10

x

6

x

1.0

1013

English 10 – Academic

x

6

x

1.0

1103

AP English Language & Composition

x

6

x

1133

Honors English 11 : American Lit.

x

6

x

1.0

1113

English 11 – Academic

x

6

x

1.0

1123

English 11

x

6

x

1.0

1203

AP English Literature & Composition

x

6

x

1213

Language Studies

x

1243

College Writing

1263

10

11

12

x

Credit
1.0

1.0

x

1.0

6

x

1.0

x

6

x

1.0

General English 12

x

6

x

1.0

1273

Literary Studies

x

6

x

1.0

1313

Journalism I

x

6

1323

Journalism II

x

6

1333

Journalism III

x

6

1355

Mass Media

x

6

1365

TV Writing and Broadcasting I

x

6

1373

Yearbook I

x

6

1383

Yearbook II

x

6

1375

TV Writing and Broadcasting II

x

6

x

1385

Fundamentals of Theater I

x

6

1395

Fundamentals of Theater II

x

6

1415

TV Writing and Broadcasting III

x

1425

TV Writing and Broadcasting IV

1515
1815

x

x
x

1.0
x

1.0

x

1.0

x

x

x

.5

x

x

x

.5

x

x

x

1.0

x

x

1.0

x

x

x

.5

x

x

x

x

.5

x

x

x

x

.5

6

x

x

x

.5

x

6

x

x

x

.5

S.T.E.M. Communications

X

6

x

.5

SAT Prep

x

6

x

x

x

.5

30

9
x
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HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
HONORS ENGLISH 9
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
Prerequisite:
2019M
OF STUDIESAdvanced
2016-2017Scoring on grade 8 English Language Arts PSSA

Honors English 9 is a course designed to foster in-depth reading, effective writing, and critical
thinking skills. Students work independently and in small groups to discuss and evaluate
literature from various texts, including: short stories, novels, poetry, and a Shakespearean drama.
Throughout the year, students will maintain writing journals and read several novels outside of the
classroom. To prepare for this course, students will read and respond to a literary work during the
summer months and complete assignments associated with the work.
ENGLISH 9 – ACADEMIC
Academic English 9 addresses analyzing literary content with greater depth and intensity.
Students apply these skills when working with short stories, poetry, Shakespearean and modern
drama, prose, and novels. A research paper is created using the skills developed throughout the
course.
HONORS ENGLISH 10: WORLD LIT
Prerequisite: 87%+ in Honors English 9 or 95%+ in Academic English 9
Honors English 10 strives to help students become analytical readers, critical thinkers, and
writers. Students must respond personally, interpretively, aesthetically, and critically to literature
from cultures throughout the world in order to recognize cultural and historical impact on literary
works as well as universal aspects of the art of storytelling. Student writing portfolios enable the
expression of personal feelings, critical and evaluative opinions, and argumentative and
persuasive ideas. Research is integrated with the world literature of the text. This is a reading
intensive course, culminating in the administration of the Keystone Literature Exam.
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AP ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND COMPOSITION
Prerequisite: 87%+ in Honors English 10, Honors English 11 Lit, or AP English Literature
and Composition
AP English Language and Composition is designed to be a college level course following the
curricular requirements of the College Board. The purpose of this course is to help students
“write effectively and confidently in their college courses across the curriculum and in their
professional and personal lives.” (The College Board, AP English Course Description, May
2011) This course encourages students to read a variety of challenging works, developing skills
in critical and inferential thinking as well as in composition, and increasing the students’
awareness of language well used, whether their own words or someone else’s words. Because the
study of American Literature is the focus of eleventh grade students in this school district,
students in this course will, in addition to the regular course work, engage in a study of major
American authors. To prepare for this course, students will be required to complete a summer
reading packet related to a novel.
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ENGLISH 10 – ACADEMIC
Prerequisite: <87% in Honors 9 or 75%+ in Academic 9
Academic English 10 attempts to develop critical thinking skills along with exposure to literature
from cultures throughout the world in order to recognize cultural and historical impact on literary
works as well as universal aspects of the art of storytelling. Writings attempt to develop skills in
communicating information, ideas, and beliefs to a variety of audiences. Writing and research are
integrated with the world literature of the text. This is a reading intensive course, culminating in
the administration of the Keystone Literature Exam.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
HONORS ENGLISH 11: A SURVEY OF AMERICAN LIT
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
Prerequisite: 87%+ in Honors English 10 or 95%+ in Academic English 10
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

To consider the dynamic relationship between America’s history, its author’s, and their works,
this course will engage students in the thematic exploration of American Literature from various
gender, ethnic, and cultural perspectives. Using textual evidence, students will critically examine
the speaker, audience, structure, purpose, subject, and tone of American Literature to take an
argumentative stance and determine the effect on past and contemporary societies. Students will
analyze and interpret the context of various genres including but not limited to, novels, poetry,
drama, essays, and reference nonfiction primary and secondary sources through discussion,
evaluative thinking, and multiple revisions. This course follows the Pennsylvania Department of
Education’s academic standards for reading, writing, speaking, and listening, and the
Pennsylvania Common Core Standards. Students are encouraged to take part in their learning,
where students are included in the education process in preparation for their future.
ACADEMIC ENGLISH 11: AMERICAN LIT
Prerequisite: <87% in Honors 10; 75%+ in Academic 10; or 93%+ in General 10
Academic English 11 provides a challenging survey of American Literature with a chronological
correlation of subject matter. Documentary source material and paperback resources are utilized
to provide content, depth, and enrichment. English 11 aims to develop writing capabilities,
critical thinking, and an understanding of American Literature. Students write several types of
expository themes – persuasive essays, process themes, and a research paper. Personal narratives,
descriptive essays, and literary themes are written, as well as literary and personal journals. Also,
the genres of the short story, poetry, novel, and essay are studied. Many of the writing and speech
assignments are derived from literary masterpieces. The short story, poetry, drama, novel,
biography, and the essay are studied for understanding and appreciation of literary craftsmanship.
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AP ENGLISH LITERATURE AND COMPOSITION
Prerequisite: 87%+ in Honors English 10, Honors English 11 Lit, or AP English Language
& Composition
This course focuses on reading, analyzing, and writing about imaginative literature (fiction,
poetry, and drama). The course aligns to a college-level literary analysis course, so students
should be able to read and comprehend many college-level texts (The College Board, AP English
Literature and Composition Course Description, 2013), most of which will be British Literature.
Students will also conduct research and prepare for the AP English Literature Exam. To prepare
for this course, students will read and respond to two major literary works during the summer
months and complete assignments associated with those works.
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GENERAL ENGLISH 11: AMERICAN LIT
Prerequisite: <75% in Academic 10 or <93% in General 10
General English 11 provides experiences in the basic procedures of composition writing. The
class aims to develop writing capabilities, critical thinking, and an understanding of American
Literature. Students write several types of expository themes – persuasive essays, process themes,
and a research paper. Personal narratives, descriptive essays, and literary themes are written, as
well as literary and personal journals. Also, the genres of the short story, poetry, novel, and essay
are studied.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
COLLEGE WRITING
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

Prerequisite: 75%+ in Academic English 11 or 93%+ in General English 11
College Writing is a senior-level academic course aimed at preparing students for the extensive
writing skills needed in college. It provides students with rigorous practice in narrative,
persuasive, and informational writing. Additionally, students will produce a research paper in
MLA format, as well as several literary analysis essays, critical reviews, and creative pieces. The
course will emphasize the various steps of the writing process, paying specific attention to the
need for continual revision in focus, content, organization, style, and conventions.

GENERAL ENGLISH 12
Prerequisite: <75% in Academic English 11 or <93% in General English 11
Literature for Life and Learning involves students reading and responding to poetry, drama, and
prose (short stories, novels, and essays) from many cultures around the world. Student response
prompts and projects are focused on tasks relevant to real world, work-oriented situations.

LITERARY STUDIES
Prerequisite: 75%+ in Academic English 11or 93%+ in General English 11
Literary Studies involves the students in a close study of various literary works such as poetry,
prose (short stories, novels, essays), and drama. Using teacher selected works and student selected
works, the course aims to develop literary appreciation and skills in literary criticism. Students
will analyze, discuss, and write about the literature they read.

LANGUAGE STUDIES
Prerequisite: 75%+ in Academic English 11or 93%+ in General English 11
Language Studies is a communication based course that combines three disciplines of English –
writing, language, and literature. Students will study the origin and development of language, how
language affects behavior, how language and literature are related, and how language is affected
by society and by culture. Students will be required to complete multiple oral presentations,
formal research-based projects, and numerous portfolio inspired writings.
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JOURNALISM I
Prerequisite: 86%+ in previous Academic English class or teacher approval
Journalism I students explore their own creativity as they learn the many different styles of
writing to assist with the production of the high-quality, full-color school newspaper, The Royal.
This includes news, features, entertainment, sports, and opinions / editorials. Students will learn
basic photography as well as layout and design utilizing the programs InDesign and Photoshop.
At the end of the year, this group of students will create the last issue of the newspaper, which
will feature all aspects of production including writing, editing, photography, layout and design,
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ENGLISH ELECTIVES (CANNOT BE USED FOR ENGLISH GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS)

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
printing, sales, and marketing.
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
JOURNALISM II
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

Prerequisite: 86%+ in Journalism I
Students in Journalism II work as a team to produce the high-quality, full-color school newspaper,
The Royal. Students at this level of journalism expand their writing, photography, and design
skills from Journalism I and take on positions of leadership as editors. Journalism II students are
involved in all aspects of production including writing, editing, photography, layout and design,
printing, sales, and marketing.

JOURNALISM III
Prerequisite: 86%+ in Journalism II
The students in Journalism III extend their skills from Journalism I and II through management of
the school newspaper, The Royal. These high-level students continue to write quality pieces while
being immersed in the management aspects of production including writing, editing, photography,
layout and design, printing, sales, and marketing.

YEARBOOK I
Prerequisite: 86%+ in previous Academic English courses or teacher approval
Yearbook I provides a unique opportunity for students to write in many styles and to develop
desktop publishing skills with an authentic product to publish their efforts. The publication
involves integration of design, copywriting, and photography to produce an attractive and
interesting “book” representative of a year at Hempfield Area High School. Students are also
actively involved in the business and production aspects of the yearbook.

YEARBOOK II
Prerequisite: 86%+ in Yearbook I
Yearbook II provides students with the opportunity to specialize in specific areas of desktop
production, from writing and editing to photography and design, to business and advertising.
Students will develop these skills with an authentic product to publish for their efforts, creating a
book representative of the current year and its impact on Hempfield students.
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TELEVISION WRITING AND BROADCASTING I
Television Writing and Broadcasting I is designed for students interested in writing and
broadcasting for Hempfield 15601 and for those interested in a career in television or
broadcasting. Students will gain experience moving through the production process and creating
original scripts and videos to air on Hempfield’s live morning show.
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MASS MEDIA
Students enrolled in Mass Media will watch and analyze television, movies, and other forms of
mass media. This discussion based course forces students to think critically about the world in
which they live and challenges them to not simply “consume” media. In addition to discussions,
students are expected to create weekly writings connecting information to videos screened in
class.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
TELEVISION WRITING AND BROADCASTING II
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

Prerequisite: 85%+ in TVWB I
Television Writing and Broadcasting II is a production-oriented course available to students who
have successfully completed Television and Broadcasting I. Students will prepare videotaped
pieces for Hempfield 15601 and HATV, using the information and skills learned previously.
TELEVISION WRITING AND BROADCASTING III
Prerequisite: 85%+ in TVWB II
Television Writing and Broadcasting III is designed to expand the students’ knowledge of writing
television features and news stories and knowledge of the entire experience of television
production. Students must complete Television Writing and Broadcasting I and II before
enrolling in this course. Video pieces will air on Hempfield 15601.
TELEVISION WRITING AND BROADCASTING IV
Prerequisite: 85%+ in TVWB III
Television Writing and Broadcasting IV is a continuation of Television Writing and Broadcasting
I, II, and III, and builds on skills learned in those courses. Students will gain broadcasting
expertise through more experience in front of and behind the camera.

FUNDAMENTALS OF THEATER I
Fundamentals of Theater I is a dynamic course designed for those students who wish to explore
the multiple aspects of theatrical production and performance. Students will study such areas as
live performance, improvisation, comedy, set design, costume design, musical theater, structures
and features of a working theater, and theatre history. Students must be willing to perform in
front of others.
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S.T.E.M. COMMUNICATIONS
Prerequisite: Must be a Participant in the S.T.E.M. Program
S.T.E.M. Communications is a one-semester course which will engage students in a thorough and
collaborative interaction with S.T.E.M. Literacy through project-based activities established by
student initiated goals to satisfy district needs. This view of S.T.E.M. requires students to
approach grand challenges and discover solutions to complex problems, provide feedback through
reflective and informative communication, learn through application-based projects and
assessments, embrace adaptability, complex communication, and social skills, and participate in
non-routine problem solving, self-management, self-development, and systems approach to
thinking. Overall, this course will allow students to apply skills learned in the classroom to the
modern day global workforce.
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FUNDAMENTALS OF THEATER II
Prerequisite: 80%+ in Theater I
Fundamentals of Theater II is a continuation of Fundamentals of Theater I intended to provide
more active practice in all aspects of theater arts, including improvisation, acting, directing as well
as writing and designing for theater. Students will perform monologues, scenes, and original
stand-up comedy routines. In addition, students work throughout the semester to create portfolios
in preparation for potential auditions and/or college interviews.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
SAT PREP
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017
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SAT Prep is an elective course aimed at enhancing academic skills needed for the college-bound
student including advanced study skills, reading, vocabulary improvement and critical thinking.
Students will prepare for the SAT with official sample questions, full-length practice tests, study
tips, strategies, and new video tutorials.
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20192019STUDIES
FABRIC ARTS I
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
Fabric Arts I offers students the opportunity to create projects using fabrics, thread, and yarn.
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

Students will complete a variety of projects emphasizing beginning skills, hand and machine
work, use of equipment, technology, and needle arts.

FABRIC ARTS II
Prerequisite: Fabric Arts I
Fabric Arts II offers students a continuing opportunity to create projects utilizing and building on
the skills introduced in Fabric Arts I. Course content will include construction skills necessary to
complete a project using a commercial pattern, a recycling project, quilting techniques, creating a
ruffle, and machine embroidery work. Course may also include service and community projects.

FABRIC ARTS III
Prerequisite: Fabric Arts II
Fabric Arts III offers students the opportunity to build on sewing techniques as they complete a
garment of choice, a machine embroidery project, and a project chosen from a variety of fabric
arts mediums. Students may use commercial patterns or may design their own.

SKILLS FOR LIVING
Skills for Living provides an opportunity for students to gain knowledge in a variety of subjects
taught in the Family and Consumer Science department. Students will be introduced to interior
design, nutrition and food preparation, advertising, personal/family relations, and more. There are
many “hands on” activities in this class.

FOODS & NUTRITION (not open to students who already took Food Science and/or
Sustainable Eats)
This course is designed to teach cooking techniques through healthy nutrition. Students will
prepare nutritious recipes as they learn to modify without sacrificing flavor. An active lifestyle
requires optimum nutrition as well as physical activity and mental focus. This course will cover
nutrition-based topics such as nutrients, carbohydrates, protein, fat, vegan cooking, vitamins and
minerals. Students will be able to make better food choices that will guide them towards a
healthier lifestyle.
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AMERICAN/REGIONAL FOODS
Students will be introduced to a wide assortment of historical and regional American foods.
Culture, foods, geography, equipment, and preparation methods will be featured in each region.
The regions include New England, Middle Atlantic, Southern, Midwest, Western, Southwestern,
Pacific, Alaskan, and Hawaiian. Students will gain an understanding of why food differences
exist within the regions of the United States.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
SPECIALTY FOODS
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
Specialty Foods goes beyond ordinary food preparation to help students develop culinary art
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

skills. Special skills, cooking techniques, and equipment will be utilized with an emphasis on
baking methods and procedures. Appetizers, pasta, pies, and breads are some of the topics studied
in this course.

PASTRY ARTS
The Pastry Arts curriculum provides practical knowledge for students to become professional
cake designers/decorators or bakery managers. They will learn basic decorating technology, and
study preparation of sweet goods and decorating in the classroom and in the laboratory. Students
learn costing, pricing, and other elements of retail marketing and management. Students may find
employment in bakeries, restaurants, and institutions, or further their schooling at college in food
technology or as a pastry chef. This class is a technique class versus a tasting class.

CHILD DEVELOPMENT 1
Child Development 1 is offered as an introductory course for those students interested in studying
early childhood development and for those who hope to pursue careers related to children. The
course focuses on the growth and development of the child. Course topics include conception,
prenatal development, and birth and care of the newborn, infant, and toddler. The course also
utilizes area hospitals, guest speakers, and infant and toddler observation days to enrich the
curriculum.

CHILD DEVELOPMENT 2
Prerequisite: Successful completion of Child Development 1
Child Development 2 emphasizes experiences in early childhood. The course is designed to give
students the opportunity to interact with children 4 to 5 ½ years of age, three days each week, in a
preschool setting. A twelve-week preschool experience is provided in which high school students
plan and carry out all activities for the children.
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PERSONAL & FAMILY MANAGEMENT (not open to students who already took Family
Living)
Family Living is a family-oriented course designed to help teenagers develop realistic
expectations for the future by improving decision-making skills and developing better
relationships with others. Possible topics of discussion include dating to marriage, separation and
divorce, the grieving process, abuse in the family, teen stress, and careers. One highlight of the
course is a “Family Reunion,” planned and participated in by the student.
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CHILD DEVELOPMENT 3
Prerequisite: Successful completion of Child Development 1 & 2
Child Development 3 is designed for students who may have an interest in a child-related career.
Experiences will include planning, setting up, and managing the preschool as well as continued
hands-on experiences with the preschool children.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
FASHION
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
Fashion introduces students to the exciting world of fashion. Students learn about fads and
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

classics, people who influence fashion, selection of attractive clothing styles, and wardrobe
planning. The students will study fashion designers and create original designs of their own. This
course will also enhance a student’s self-image through the study of hair, nail, and skin care.
Career opportunities in the fashion industry are explored with guest speakers from Macys,
Clinique, and various local businesses.
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ON YOUR OWN
On Your Own is designed to prepare students to function successfully as an independent adult in
the years beyond high school. Students will explore problems and events associated with being on
their own such as career choices, housing choices, money management, consumerism, home
furnishings, foods, transportation, and more.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
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x
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x

x

x

x
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x

x
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*NOTE: Health is normally scheduled in 10th grade. However, special circumstances may require
scheduling health in grade 11 or 12.
In order to assist students in scheduling desired courses, the physical education course will be
scheduled two out of six days per cycle by semester. Students will receive a final grade for each
semester of the course. If you fail a semester, you will repeat that same course.
All grade 9 and 10 students are required to earn .50 credits of physical education (9215).
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All grade 11 and 12 students are required to earn .50 credits of physical education (9245).

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
HEALTH
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
Health class is designed to encourage each student to develop and adopt positive healthy attitudes
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

and behaviors through acquisition of knowledge and application of life skills. Educational
experiences promote a lifestyle that considers the health and wellness of individuals, families, and
communities. District mandate of steroid education and state mandates of drug, alcohol, tobacco,
and HIV/AIDS education are included. This course is suggested for, but not limited to Grade 10
students.
ANATOMY/PHYSIOLOGY I
Prerequisite: 86%+ in Health or teacher approval
Anatomy/Physiology I is an intense elective course offered for students who are interested in a
health care/medical career. The areas covered include medical terminology, basic chemistry, basic
cell and tissue biology, and a general introduction to the 11 systems of the human body
(integumentary, skeletal, muscular, nervous, endocrine, circulatory, lymphatic, digestive,
respiratory, urinary, and reproductive). The interdependence and interrelationship of the structure
and function of the systems will also be studied.
ANATOMY/PHYSIOLOGY II
Prerequisite: Anatomy/Physiology I
Anatomy/Physiology II further studies structure and function of the body systems that control and
communicate, as well as promotes appreciation and understanding of human biology through
body functions, movement, injury, and the aging process. The course is designed for students
who want to gain a deeper physiological insight into the human body.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Physical Education provides opportunities for students to develop a commitment to lifelong
physical activity through a fitness-based curriculum. Each unit offered is rotated annually for all
levels and include a variety of lifetime, individual, and team sports, aquatics, and health-related
fitness (aerobic and strength) activities. All students are required to participate in physical
education each year. In addition, swimming is offered to grades 9 and 10. All 9th and 10th grade
students – select 9215. All 11th and 12th grade students – select 9245.
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PE 9/10 (9215)
Aquatic Skills, Basic Water Safety, and Fitness Activities
The curriculum in aquatics will alternate every other year. One year, the students will
demonstrate competency in at least four basic locomotor swimming strokes: front crawl, back
crawl, elementary backstroke, and sidestroke. The following year, basic water safety skills will
be introduced to instruct the students on how to react to different events that could transpire in an
aquatic emergency. Throughout both years, the students will also have the chance to recognize
the importance of swimming skills to their personal recreation and wellness.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
Individual/Dual/Team Sports
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
The students will be introduced to a selection of different individual, dual, and team sport
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

activities that help to improve their competency in motor skills and movement patterns needed to
perform the activities. By the end of each activity, the student will be able to:





Demonstrate an understanding of skills and rules necessary for game play
Show respect during social interactions for differences among people during physical activity
Develop an appreciation and enjoyment for physical activity
Value the opportunity for physical challenges while performing sport activities

Ultimately, improving personal health and instilling a desire to maintain a healthy lifestyle is one
of the overall goals in any physical education class.
Personal Fitness: Cardiovascular Endurance
Students will regularly participate in physical activities related to the health-related fitness
components of cardiovascular endurance and body composition. The students will have the
opportunity to discuss and practice the following: review of the structure and function of the
heart, introduce and review methods of heart rate monitoring, review the benefits of
cardiovascular training, determine personal fitness status through standardized fitness
assessments, formulate personal fitness goals to be applied inside and outside of class, create
opportunities in class for students to improve their cardiovascular endurance status, and identify
and describe key concepts of cardiovascular endurance and body composition.
PE 11/12 (9245)
Personal Fitness: Muscular Strength and Flexibility
Students will regularly participate in physical activities related to the health-related fitness
components of muscular strength, muscular endurance, flexibility, and body composition. The
students will have the opportunity to learn more specific skill work as it relates to their personal
health, fitness, and well-being. Students will continue to determine their fitness status through
standardized assessments, formulate personal fitness goals while creating a viable remediation
plan for class use, create opportunities in class to improve their physical fitness status, and
identify different training principles related to muscular endurance, flexibility, and body
composition.
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Individual/Dual Sports and Outdoor Pursuits
Students will be introduced to a variety of sport-related activities and outdoor activities that help
to further their knowledge of motor skills and movement patterns needed to perform a variety of
physical activities. This section of individual/dual sport-related activities and outdoor pursuits is
an advanced continuation of what was taught in the students’ 9th and 10th grade individual/dual
sport classes. More complex skills and techniques will be introduced while the rules and benefits
of each activity are discussed. Students will have the opportunity to recognize the positive
feelings that result from physical activity alone and with others, as well as value the participation
and enjoyment of different physical activities.
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Team Sports
Students will be introduced to a variety of sport-related activities that help to further their
knowledge of motor skills and movement patterns needed to perform a variety of physical
activities. This section of sport-related activities is an advanced continuation of what was taught
in the students’ 9th and 10th grade sport classes. More complex skills and techniques will be
introduced while the rules and benefits of each activity are discussed. Students will have the
opportunity to recognize the positive feelings that result from physical activity alone and with
others, as well as value the participation and enjoyment of different physical activities.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
IPPE (INDIVIDUALLY PRESCRIBED PE – DR. ORDERS)
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
Students who have permanent chronic physical limitations are given an opportunity to participate
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

in an individualized physical education program which will be designed to meet the student’s
needs. Parent permission and doctor documentation are necessary for the student to gain maximal
benefits from this program.
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MODIFIED PE (DR. ORDERS)
Students who have injuries prohibiting them from participation in physical education which last
longer than 4 weeks, may choose to take this course. Students must have parental permission and
doctor documentation to participate in this class. It is offered only during homeroom /activity
period on certain days of the cycle.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
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No.
Course Title
3033
Geometry

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
GEOMETRY
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
Prerequisite: Credit in Algebra II or <75% in Academic Algebra II
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

Geometry is designed to develop the concepts, theory, and skills appropriate to an elementary
geometry course. Labs are used to discover geometric principles and applications to work-related
situations. Included in the course are units on lines and planes, polygons and circles, similarity
and congruence, right triangle relationships, solids, logic and proof, and coordinate geometry.
Problem solving skills are developed through an emphasis on algebraic applications and realworld situations.
ACADEMIC ALGEBRA I
Prerequisite: Credit in Common Core 8, or <60% in Honors Algebra I 8,
Algebra I is an elementary algebra course that makes the transition from arithmetic to all higher
mathematics. It continues the study of Algebra that began in Algebra I Linear. This course will
help the student understand the basic structure of algebra and operations, processes, and skills that
are used in algebra, with emphasis on quadratic functions. The course will also help the student to
apply these skills to a variety of problems and situations.
ACADEMIC ALGEBRA II
Prerequisite: 75%+ in Academic Academic Algebra I,
Algebra II reviews and extends the fundamentals covered in Algebra I, dwelling with more rigor
and depth on many of the topics. Included in this course are units on solving equations and
inequalities, linear functions, systems of equations, polynomial and rational expressions, radicals,
quadratic equations, polynomial functions, and complex numbers. The Algebra II course must be
considered basic for those students who plan to continue the study of mathematics.

ALGEBRA II
Prerequisite: Credit in Academic Algebra I
Algebra II examines the fundamentals covered in Algebra I in more depth. Included in this course
are units on solving equations and inequalities, linear functions, systems of equations, polynomial
and rational expressions, quadratic equations, and polynomial functions.
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ACADEMIC GEOMETRY
Prerequisite: 75%+ in Academic Algebra II
Geometry introduces the concepts of plane and solid geometry and their applications. Problem
solving skills are developed through an emphasis on algebraic applications and proof writing.
Topics to be included are properties of parallel and perpendicular lines, triangles, quadrilaterals,
polygons, prisms, pyramids, cones, cylinders, and spheres. Precision interpretation and application
of definitions, theorems, and postulates are stressed.
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HONORS ALGEBRA II
Prerequisite: 87%+ in Honors Algebra I 8 or <87% in Honors Algebra II 8
Honors Algebra II reviews rigorously and more extensively, the basic concepts of Algebra I.
Included in this course are units on solving with equations and inequalities, algebraic proofs,
linear functions and relations, systems of linear equations, determinants, polynomial and rational
algebraic expressions, radicals, quadratic equations, polynomial functions, direct and inverse
variation, and complex numbers.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
HONORS GEOMETRY
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
Prerequisite: 87%+ in Honors Algebra II
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

Honors Geometry is a mathematically rigorous study of geometry in two and three dimensions.
The mathematical proof is used throughout the course as the means by which topics are
introduced and studied. The course strives to develop in students the habits of careful,
independent thinking and writing and therefore, students are required to thoroughly know the
definitions and theorems and use them in proof writing activities.
HONORS PRE-CALCULUS
Prerequisite: 87%+ in BOTH Honors Algebra II and Honors Geometry
Honors Pre-Calculus is designed as a pre-calculus course for grade 10 or 11 students in the
Honors Program. The course is a thorough and rigorous study of trigonometry as well as topics
from advanced algebra and analytic geometry, including the algebra of vectors, functions, systems
of equations and inequalities, complex numbers, polar coordinates, polynomial, rational,
exponential, and logarithmic functions, and conic sections. Graphs for each topic are examined.
AP CALCULUS I
Prerequisite: 87%+ in Honors Pre-Calculus or 70%+ in Calculus I
AP Calculus I is a rigorous integrated study of analytic geometry, differential calculus, and
integral calculus. This course incorporates theory and proof with the techniques and applications
of differentiation and integration. This course is designed for the student who plans to take the AP
Calculus AB examination and/or who desires to possibly exempt one or more semesters of college
calculus. In order to be successful in this course, students need to have very strong Algebraic and
Trigonometric skills. Also, students should have completed, or be enrolled in, a physics course,
because many of the calculus applications studied are derived from physics.

AP CALCULUS II
Prerequisite: Credit in AP Calculus I
AP Calculus II is a rigorous continuation of the AP Calculus course. It includes the following
topics: a review of differentiation and integration, applications of integration, new integration
techniques, infinite series, parametric equations, vectors, and the geometry of space.
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COLLEGE ALGEBRA / TRIGONOMETRY
Prerequisite: 75%+ in Honors or Acad. Geometry AND 75%+ in Hon. or Acad. Algebra II
*Course not open to students having completed Calculus I or Honors Pre-Calculus.
College Algebra attempts to expand the student’s knowledge of algebra. Topics covered include a
review of the real number system, basic algebraic operations, and solving and graphing of
equations and functions (linear, quadratic, polynomial, exponential, and logarithmic).
Trigonometry is designed to develop the necessary skills for students who intend to pursue a
mathematically-oriented career. Topics studied include trigonometric functions and their inverses.
Also studied are solutions of triangles, graphs of trigonometric functions, identities solution of
trigonometric equations, and practical applications.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
Prerequisite: 75%+ in Honors or Academic Algebra II
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

Introduction to Probability and Statistics is a basic course for students planning a career in
mathematics, physical sciences, or the engineering sciences, economics, business, education,
psychology, sociology, and medicine. Some of the topics to be studied include conditional
probability; the mean, variance, and standard deviation.
AP STATISTICS
Prerequisite: 70%+ in Hon. Pre-Calculus or College Alg/Trig AND 80%+ in Acad. Alg. II
The purpose of the AP course in statistics is to introduce students to the major concepts and tools
for collecting, analyzing and drawing conclusions from data. Students are exposed to four broad
conceptual themes: 1.) Exploring Data: Describing patterns and departures from patterns,
2.) Sampling and Experimentation: Planning and conducting a study, 3.) Anticipating Patterns:
Exploring random phenomena using probability and simulation, and 4.) Statistical Inference:
Estimating population parameters and testing hypotheses. Advanced placement may be attained
for those qualifying through the Advanced Placement Testing Program.
CALCULUS I
Prerequisite: 78%+ in Honors Pre-Calculus or College Algebra/Trig
This course is comprised of both Pre-Calculus and Calculus I topics integrated. Rather than
simply presenting all of the pre-calculus topics in the first half of the course, the pre-calculus
topics are integrated throughout the course, according to function type and then their applications
to Calculus are presented and taught. Topics from Analytic Geometry are also covered in detail
during the first semester.
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AP COMPUTER SCIENCE A (AP CSA)
Prerequisite: 70%+ in Coll Alg/Trig or completion of Intro Prog & 70%+ in Acad Alg II
The AP Computer Science A course introduces students to computer science with fundamental
topics that include problem solving, design strategies and methodologies, organization of data
(data structures), approaches to processing data (algorithms), analysis of potential solutions, and
the ethical and social implications of computing. The Java programming language has been
chosen by the College Board to be the mechanism to express potential solutions to the problems
presented in class. Students who take the AP CSA course and exam are well prepared to continue
their study of computer science and its integration into a wide variety of computing and STEMrelated fields. For a detailed description of the AP CSA course, please refer to the College
Board’s AP Computer Science course description.
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AP COMPUTER SCIENCE PRINCIPLES
This course emphasizes object-oriented programming methodology with a concentration on
problem-solving and algorithm development, and is meant to be the equivalent of a first-semester
college-level course in computer science. It also includes the study of data structures, design, and
abstraction. The Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) and the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Computer Society have published standards for the content of a
college-level program in computer science that include recommendations for topics to be taught in
the first two years of college. The AP Computer Science Principles course is compatible with
those topics that are taught in a typical college level 1 computer science course. Advanced
placement may be attained for those qualifying through the Advanced Placement Testing
Program.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
*INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
Introduction to Computer Programming is designed to give the students a basic understanding of
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

computer programming concepts that can be applied to any programming language or future
computer science course. The course is project-based and differentiated to allow students to
design, create, and debug programs that relate to their interests and current courses. Programs are
written in the versatile Python programming language, which is open source (free to be used and
modified by anyone).
*INTERMEDIATE PROGRAMMING
Prerequisite: Successful completion of Introduction to Programming
This course is an extension of the Introduction to Programming Course that utilizes the Python
programming language. The course will introduce topics such as exception handling, writing
objects and classes, multidimensional lists, inheritance, polymorphism, tuples, and recursion as
time allows. The course will also focus on creating graphical user interfaces using tkinter.
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*Cannot be used to satisfy Math credit requirements.
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*After-school rehearsals and concerts are required.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
MUSIC THEORY I
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
Prerequisite: Must read standard music notation
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

Proficiency in reading standard music notation in at least one clef is required for this course.
Students in Music Theory I learn concepts that can lead to the creation of their own compositions
and arrangements. Students also develop essential ear training skills. Any student interested in a
career in music should take this course.
AP MUSIC THEORY
Prerequisite: Music Theory I or teacher approval
The AP Music Theory course is designed as a college level course following the standards set by
the College Board. Students focus on more advanced musical analysis, ear training, and
composition. College credit may be obtained for those with a qualifying score on the Advanced
Placement Exam.
GUITAR I
This is a beginner class, meant for the student who has not studied the guitar. Course instruction
will include music reading – standard notation and tablature, chord and ensemble playing. Music
history, connections to the other arts, improvisation, composition, and in-class performances will
also be part of the course. Ownership of a guitar is helpful, but not required.
PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE I-VIII
Prerequisite: Marching/Concert Band or teacher approval
Percussion Ensemble centers on performing music written specifically for percussion. Students
will learn techniques of all types of drums and percussion, including traditional drumming, mallet
instruments, such as the xylophone, and hand drums. A performance in the spring is a
culminating project.

PIANO/KEYBOARD I
Students who have taken piano lessons and can play beginner pieces should sign up for
Piano/Keyboard II. This class is for the student who has not studied the piano. Students will
learn to read music and learn to play from chord symbols. Improvisation, composition, and inclass performances are also a part of this course. Ownership of a keyboard is helpful, but not
required.
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CONCERT BAND I-VIII
Prerequisite: Director approval
Concert Band provides students with the opportunity to develop music reading skills and rhythmic
understanding. A variety of activities focus on technical ability, understanding and interpretation
of terminology, and ensemble skills. Participation in activity period concert band is required.
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PIANO/KEYBOARD II
Students will continue to build on, internalize, and develop skills introduced in Piano/Keyboard I.
Students who have keyboard experience and read music should sign up for this course.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
JAZZ TECHNIQUES I-VIII
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

Prerequisite: Director approval and participation in one of the music ensembles
Students in this course will learn the basics of playing in a variety of jazz styles, including blues,
swing, combo, and rock/fusion. Development of technical ability and ear training skills are
important concepts in this course. Improvisational skills become more fluent as students gain
experience, listen and evaluate recordings of various styles.
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CONCERT CHOIR I-VIII
Prerequisite: Ability to match pitch
Concert Choir students sing a variety of music including sacred and world music. Sight singing
using solfeggio is the medium through which students learn to read music. Basic vocal and
standard choral techniques are covered at all levels. One after-school rehearsal and one evening
concert are required.
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Course
No.
Course Title
4903
Honors Biology

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
HONORS BIOLOGY
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
Prerequisite: 95%+in Acad. Science 8; must enroll in Honors math coursework
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

Honors Biology uses the scientific approach in the study of living things. It explores the
structural, developmental, and functional aspects of living things and their responses. Units
covered in this course include cell biology, genetics, evolution, and ecology. The hands-on
participation of students enrolled in this course is required.

ACADEMIC BIOLOGY
Biology is a scientific approach to the study of living things. The course includes an overview of
the structural, developmental, and functional aspects of living things. Units covered include cells,
genetics, evolution, and ecology.

BIOLOGY II
Prerequisite: 85%+in Honors Biology or 90%+ in Academic Biology
Biology II is designed for students who have taken Biology and desire to expand their knowledge
in the life sciences. The course will focus on the field of epidemiology. This course will include
an exploration of biological principles that affect populations such as bacteria, viruses, parasites,
immunology, and disease transmission. Students will further study the positive and negative
relationships between biology, culture, and resource allocation. This is a theory based course with
little laboratory work.
AP BIOLOGY
Prerequisite: 87%+ in Honors Biology or 93%+ in Academic Biology; must have completed
or be enrolled in Physics
The AP Biology course is designed to adhere to the standards outlined within the AP course
description provided by the College Board. AP Biology is taught on a college entry level with
emphasis on science as a process and an intensive study of the four big ideas: The process of
evolution drives diversity; biological systems utilize free energy; living systems store, retrieve,
transmit, and respond to information; and biological systems interact. Students will complete
required AP Biology labs as well as various hands-on activities and dissections. College credit
may be obtained for those with a qualifying score on the Advanced Placement Exam.
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CHEMISTRY I
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HONORS CHEMISTRY
Prerequisite: 87%+ in Honors Biology; must enroll in Honors math coursework
The goal of Honors Chemistry is to instill in the student a curiosity about matter and its
interactions, to initiate a lifetime of using an organized, evidence-based approach to problem
solving, and to recognize the central significance of chemistry to the understanding of all other
sciences and its applications to everyday lives and real-world situations. The curriculum is
focused to challenge the reasoning and analytical skills of responsible and academically motivated
students.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
Prerequisite: 83%+ in Phys Science and Algebra I, 93%+ in Acad. Biology and Algebra I or
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
70% - 86% in Honors Biology
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

Chemistry presents the language, organization, and concepts of the science of chemistry.
Mathematical relationships inherent in chemical concepts are stressed by solving a wealth of
chemical problems. In the laboratory, students develop laboratory techniques while experiencing
the concepts of chemistry first-hand.

CHEMISTRY II
Prerequisite: 85%+ in Honors Chemistry or 90%+ in Chemisty I
Chemistry II is a semester long Organic concepts course designed for students who have taken an
introductory Chemistry course and are interested in a career choice involving at least two years of
college level Chemistry coursework. The course is a theory-based course with very few labs
completed in class. Topics presented in the class include organic nomenclature, the basics of
organic reactions, characterization of organics through spectroscopy, equilibrium, and the
application of equilibrium topics to organic reactions.
AP CHEMISTRY
Prerequisite: 87%+ in Honors Chemistry or 93%+ in Chemistry I; must have completed or
be enrolled in Physics
Advanced Placement Chemistry is designed to be the equivalent of the general chemistry course
usually taken during the first college year. Topics include atomic theory, chemical bonding, states
of matter, chemical reactions, equilibrium, kinetics, thermodynamics, and electrochemistry.
Laboratory procedures are stressed. Advanced placement may be attained through the Advanced
Placement Testing Program.
FORENSIC SCIENCE
Prerequisite: 75%+ in any Chemistry
Forensic Science gives students the opportunity to sample a broad range of scientific disciplines
that are used to help investigate and solve crimes. Students will experience the intriguing realworld applications of science to law as they process mock crime scenes, perform varied scientific
testing procedures, and prepare for a scientific presentation. Actual criminal cases of significance
to science and society will also be reviewed.
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PHYSICS I
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AP PHYSICS I: ALGEBRA-BASED
Prerequisite: 87%+ in Honors Chemistry; 87%+in Honors Geometry; Honors Pre-Calculus
or Calculus I taken concurrently
AP Physics I: Algebra-Based is a rigorous course that attempts to prepare students for success in
both of the following: the AP Physics I exam and a first-semester college Physics I course for
physical science and engineering majors. The course is taught at a college level with equal
emphasis on a deep conceptual understanding and mathematically-based applications of the
subject matter. Topics include those which are required by the College Board: vectors,
kinematics, Newton’s Laws of motion & equilibrium, gravitation & circular motion, work &
energy, linear momentum, torque & rotational motion, oscillations & mechanical waves,
electricity & DC circuits. The corresponding AP exam may allow students to test out of a
semester of college physics (or general science requirement) for non-science majors.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
Prerequisite: 76%+ in Honors Chemistry or 80%+ in Chemistry I
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
Physics explores the basic laws of the physical universe and their application to real-world
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

phenomena. Theories and principles are discussed and treated with emphasis on using math as a
tool to gain a deeper understanding. The course objectives are to develop methods of problem
solving in which data are related through concepts in order to reach solutions. Methods of
problem solving and natural phenomena, combined with laboratory work, relate concepts to
everyday experiences. The course covers mechanics, light, and optics.
PHYSICS II
Prerequisite: 75%+ in AP Physics I or 80%+ in Physics I
Physics II is designed for students who have taken a first-year Physics course and desire to expand
their knowledge of physics. This course will deal with topics not covered in the first year physics fluid mechanics, static and current electricity, magnetism, special and general relativity, and
quantum mechanics. Emphasis will be on a conceptual understanding of the principles, with
mathematics and laboratory work used to complement the analysis.
AP PHYSICS II: ALGEBRA-BASED
Prerequisite: 87%+ in AP Physics I
AP Physics II: Algebra-Based is designed to adhere to the standards outlined within the AP
course description provided by the College Board. Topics include fluid statics and dynamics;
thermodynamics with kinetic theory, PV diagrams and probability; electrostatics electrical
circuits; magnetic fields; electromagnetism; physical and geometric optics; and topics in modern
physics. Advanced placement may be attained for those qualifying through the Advanced
Placement Testing Program.
PHYSICAL SCIENCE
Physical Science is an introduction to basic concepts of matter and energy. Demonstrations and
hand-on experiences will be used to explore introductory topics of chemistry and physics.
Emphasis will be placed on the study of chemical elements, compounds, mixtures, solutions,
energy, work, and machines.
GEOLOGY
Geology is designed to take students more in-depth into the basics of many earth-related topics
including mineral identification, the rock cycle, erosion and environmental resources. In addition,
students will learn about earthquakes and volcanoes from a present-day and historical geologic
perspective. Special emphasis will be placed on fossils, geologic time, geology related job
opportunities, and engineering projects.
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ECOLOGY
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ASTRONOMY
Astronomy introduces the basic principles of the cosmos. The topics studied include the celestial
sphere, location of objects in the sky, time, the calendar, phases of the moon, eclipses, planets, the
sun, and stars. The planetarium is used for demonstrations and instruction. Planetarium topics
include the celestial sphere, methods of locating celestial objects, identification of the brightest
stars, and recognition of the major constellations and planets.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
Ecology provides an in-depth study of the concepts of environmental science. Major issues of
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
water, air, and land management will be explored. A review of the current literature dealing with
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

atmosphere and climate change will be incorporated. Other topics for discussion include
sustainability, biodiversity and environmental policies.
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OCEAN SCIENCE
Ocean Science is designed to develop students’ understanding of Earth’s hydrosphere. Students
will study both ocean and freshwater resources. Ocean topics include ocean geology, properties
of ocean water, ocean life, and ocean movement. Freshwater topics include rivers, erosion
process, glaciers and icebergs. Students will discuss management of ocean and freshwater
resources.
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20192019STUDIES
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HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
HONORS AMERICAN HISTORY 9
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
Prerequisite: 95%+ in Social Studies 8
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

Honors American History is designed to provide a selected group of academically skilled ninth
grade students with a challenging study of American History. Students will be expected to read
challenging materials and write and speak knowledgeably about the main themes, issues, and
movements in American History. The scope of the course runs from Post American Civil War
through the domestic and diplomatic history of Post-World War I America.
AMERICAN HISTORY 9 (ACADEMIC)
Prerequisite: 86%+ average in Social Studies 8
American History 9 is an American History course structured around the development of the
economic, geographic, social, political, and cultural history of the United States. Its primary focus
is the period from the American Civil War through the domestic and diplomatic history of PostWorld War I America.
AMERICAN HISTORY 9 (GENERAL)
Prerequisite: <86% in Social Studies 8
This course is similar in content to American History Academic. The course covers the time
period from the end of the Civil War through the history of Post-World War I America.
HONORS WORLD HISTORY 10
Prerequisite: 87%+ in Hon. 9 or 95%+ in Acad. 9
Honors World History has an academically rigorous curriculum which explores the historical
roots and the implications of increased global interactions between East and West dating from the
Renaissance through World War II. This course analyzes several of the international political,
economic, intellectual, and social currents which have come to define the modern world.

WORLD HISTORY 10 (ACADEMIC)
Prerequisite: 70%+ in Acad. 9 or 86%+ in Gen. 9
The World History is an academic course that will acquaint the student with the significant
currents of political, economic, and social movements in world history since the start of The
Renaissance through World War II. The course will focus on challenges to democracy, the Rise
of Nationalism, Imperialism and Totalitarianism, WWI and WWII.
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WORLD HISTORY 10 (GENERAL)
Prerequisite: <70% in Acad. 9 or <86% in Gen. 9
This course is similar to the World History Academic. The course covers the time period from the
French Revolution through World War II. A greater emphasis is placed on the impact of
historical events on the impact of historical events on the current world.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
AMERICAN GOVERNMENT
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
Required of all students except those taking AP social studies coursework
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

American Government gives an in depth study of the American system of government and its
accompanying political system. This course will help students to become responsible participants
in the democratic process.
ECONOMICS 11
Required of all students except those taking AP social studies coursework
Economics introduces students to the science of decision-making, resource management, and the
various principles involved. The course combines elements of micro and macroeconomics as well
as focusing on such topics as banking, investments, taxes, and budgeting.
AP AMERICAN HISTORY
Prerequisite: >87%+ in Honors History or 93%+ in Academic History
Advanced Placement United States History is designed to provide the students with a greater
knowledge of historical events and themes that run throughout America’s existence. This will
allow them to understand where the American people have come from and where we are today.
The course is also designed to provide the student with: 1) an increased appreciation for history,
2) a broad knowledge of United States history sufficient enough to feel prepared to take the
Advanced Placement exam, which is held in May, 3) a set of skills that will allow them to
succeed in any field of study they choose to pursue, and 4) an enhanced understanding, through a
study of contemporary events, of the role of the United States in the modern world. Advanced
placement may be attained for those qualifying through the Advanced Placement Testing
Program.
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AP ECONOMICS
Prerequisite: >87%+ in Honors History or 93%+ in Academic History
The course begins with an in depth study of Microeconomics to give the student a solid
foundation in the “economic way of thinking”. The focus then shifts to Macroeconomics, where
the student will learn to analyze the health of the overall economy through statistics and graphical
models. Once this perspective has been developed, the course turns to learning how to fix the
economic problems of inflation and recession whenever they may occur. Finally, students will
take an in depth look at international economics including topics like foreign trade and currency
exchange rates. If you are willing to work at the collegiate, level and have a keen interest in all
things business and politics this may be the course for you. Advanced placement may be attained
for those qualifying through the Advanced Placement Testing Program.
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AP AMERICAN GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS
Prerequisite: >87%+ in Honors History or 93%+ in Academic History
Advanced Placement American Government and Politics is designed to provide students with a
critical perspective on government and politics in the United States. This course involves both the
study of general concepts used to interpret American politics and the analysis of specific case
studies. The course also requires familiarity with various institutions, groups, beliefs, and ideas
that make up the American political reality. Students will be required to read challenging
materials, participate on a regular basis, and write often. Advanced placement may be attained for
those qualifying through the Advanced Placement Testing Program.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
AP WORLD HISTORY
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
Prerequisite: >87%+ in Honors History or 93%+ in Academic History
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

The Advanced Placement World History course is designed to provide an entry-level college
experience focused on developing a greater understanding of human history while creating a
foundation for understanding the complexities of the modern world. Through extensive readings
and writing, we analyze the evolution of global processes and systems while evaluating the
continuity and change humanity has experienced over the last 10,000 years. Advanced placement
may be attained for those qualifying through the Advanced Placement Testing Program.
STUDY OF PERSONALITY
The Study of Personality serves as an introductory psychology course focusing on various aspects
of psychology (sensation and perception, social interaction, learning, memory, intelligence,
motivation and emotion, and development) and how each element relates to and contributes to
personality. Utilizing various theories, studies, and experiments concerning psychology, students
will analyze and apply these theories to various hypothetical and real personalities in order to gain
a better understanding of themselves and others.
SOCIOLOGY
Sociology is the study of social life, social change, and the social causes and consequences of
human behavior. Sociologists investigate and seek to understand the structure of groups,
organizations, and societies and how people interact within these contexts. Since most human
behavior is social, the subject matter of sociology ranges from the intimate family to the internet;
from organized crime to religious traditions; and from the divisions of race, gender and social
class to the shared beliefs of a common culture.
HUMANITIES
The Humanities class attempts to broaden the student’s understanding of three primary areas: the
arts, world religions, and philosophy. It strives to better prepare them for the world they will
encounter beyond high school and enable them to understand cultural reference points. The course
provides an overview and comparison of several major religions and schools of philosophical
thought. History of the arts and key historical eras will also be examined.
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CURRENT INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS (2017/2018)
Since content changes from year to year, students may repeat this course yearly if desired.
This course will take a historical and contemporary look at issues in international politics, U.S.
foreign relations, U.S. domestic policy, and the global economy. It provides students an
opportunity to familiarize themselves with the issues that frequent newspapers, television news,
and other popular media that fuel the controversies that both divide our population here in the
United States and around the globe. The course will be flexible in nature to accommodate
significant current events.
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AFTER THE WAR
This history course examines the domestic and international events that have shaped the modern
world since World War II. Topics explored in the course include: post-War reconstruction in
Europe and Japan, worldwide independence movements, The Korea, Vietnam, and Cold War;
social and political upheaval, the modern Middle East, and “Third World”/developing nations.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
GREAT CIVILIZATIONS
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
This course will examine the social, political, economic, religious belief systems, and
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

military/foreign policies of a number of civilizations, including Ancient Egypt, Greece and Rome.
Cultures will be selected for their uniqueness, their prominence in the history of the world, and/or
their contributions to future civilizations. Students will search for the following threads in each
culture: The value systems and geographic features that helped shape that society, and the events
that led to a decline of the society.
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POLITICAL ACTION - PROJECT 18
Project 18 is a political action course that requires a clear interest in how politics work at the local
and state level and a willingness to get involved outside of class in campaigning and community
service efforts. The opportunity to gather information in a hands-on way from speakers, attending
meetings, taking part in the political process and pragmatic application of government will be
provided. The curriculum will culminate in a three-day seminar in Harrisburg attending House
and Senate sessions and listening to presentations from state level politicians. Students are
expected to perform ten hours of community service per semester.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
SPECIAL
EDUCATION
PROGRAM
2019M
OF STUDIES
2016-2017

Course
No.
1916

OF STUDY

Course Title
English 9

1026

English 10

1126

English 11

1226

English 12

1716

Learning Skills 1

1726

Learning Skills 2

1756

Transition: Career Planning (S1 or S2)

2916

American History 9

2126

World History 10

2446

Applied Economics

2456

Government

3156

Math II

3116

Pre-Algebra

3126

Algebra I Part I

3136

Algebra I Part II

4026

Biology

4416

Earth & Space Science

4926

Physical Science

5826

Transition II: Cooperative Work Experience, S1

5836

Transition II: Cooperative Work Experience, S2
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Hempfield Area High School offers the above choices of courses within the
Special Education Department to accommodate the needs of Emotional
Support and Learning Support students. Enrollment in any special education
course requires the recommendation of the IEP Team.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
ENGLISH 9
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
English 9 addresses language arts skills within the context of literature. The mainstream English
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

9 textbook is adapted to prose, poetry, and drama with an emphasis on basic writing and reading
comprehension along with critical thinking skills.

ENGLISH 10
English 10 attempts to develop basic communication and thinking skills. The regular English 10
textbook is adapted to study short stories, plays, and nonfiction. Basic writing skills are integrated
with literature study. Supplementary texts dealing with basic English skills, applied
communication, and newspapers provide students with necessary skills for the working world.
ENGLISH 11
English 11 attempts to develop basic communication and thinking skills. The regular English 11
textbook is adapted to study short stories, plays, and nonfiction. Basic writing skills are integrated
with literature study. Supplementary texts dealing with basic English skills, applied
communication, and newspapers provide students with necessary skills for the working world.
ENGLISH 12
English 12 attempts to develop critical thinking skills through an adapted survey of literature and
the novel. Basic English, writing, vocabulary, and communication skills are integrated with
transition activities. Emphasis is placed on skills necessary for the transition from school to the
world of work.
LEARNING SKILLS I
Learning Skills I is a planned non-elective course for Learning Support students. It is designed to
improve and strengthen reading comprehension, develop vocabulary, and build decoding skills.
Enrollment is determined by their Middle School Learning Support teachers.
LEARNING SKILLS II
Learning Skills II is a planned non-elective course for Learning Support students. It is designed
to further improve and strengthen comprehension, develop vocabulary, and build decoding skills.
Enrollment is determined by their Middle School Learning Support teachers.
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TRANSITION: CAREER PLANNING
This course is designed to help students make career decisions and a smooth transition from
school to work. The course will include instruction, community experiences, the development of
employment, and other post-school adult living objectives. When appropriate, acquisition of daily
living skills and fundamental vocational evaluations will be done. Students will learn effective job
interviewing techniques, appropriate work strategies, tax forms, creative thinking, problem
solving, and conflict management skills.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
AMERICAN HISTORY 9
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
American Culture 9 is designed to provide students with insights and understandings of events
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

that helped shape American history from the beginning of the Civil War through the Great
Depression. Students will be introduced to America’s dealing with the Industrial Revolution, the
role the United States played during World War I, the “Roaring Twenties,” and the causes and
results of the Great Depression.
WORLD HISTORY 10
The course covers the time period from the start of the Twentieth Century through to the Modern
World. A greater emphasis is placed on the impact of historical events on the current world. The
textbook and ancillary materials are adapted to meet the needs of the students.
APPLIED ECONOMICS
Applied Economics offers students the opportunity to explore the everyday life of a consumer.
This course is designed to help students understand how to make a budget, banking concepts, the
use of credit, buying and insuring a car, and how to find affordable housing. The course also
offers methods to help students become knowledgeable comparable shoppers.
GOVERNMENT
Government is designed to help students understand the functions and operations of government
at the federal, state, and local levels. The course will examine three branches of government at
both the federal and state levels. Local governments will be examined at the county, township,
city, and borough levels.
MATH II
Math II reviews and extends fundamentals covered in Math I. Increased emphasis is placed on
application skills.
PRE-ALGEBRA
Pre-Algebra is designed to introduce students to all the essential skills necessary to succeed in
Algebra I. Topics covered include operations with whole numbers; fractions and variables;
solving linear equations; problem solving using formulas; operations and equations using integers
and rational numbers; and graphing the coordinate plane.
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ALGEBRA I PART I
Algebra I Part I is designed to introduce students to the fundamental concepts of algebra with a
problem solving emphasis. The course will also emphasize problem-solving techniques in a
variety of problem situations. This class will be presented at a level of competency to meet the
needs of the individual student. Topics include Tools of algebra, functions and their graphs,
algebraic concepts and simple equations, equations and inequalities, and polynomials.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
ALGEBRA I PART II
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
Algebra I Part II is designed to further advance the student in understanding the fundamental
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

concepts of algebra. This course will emphasize problem-solving techniques in a variety of
problem situations. This class will be presented at a level of competency to meet the individual
needs of the student. Topics include graphing and writing linear equations, systems of equations
and inequalities, quadratic equations and functions, exponents and exponential functions, and
radical expressions.
BIOLOGY
Biology is a scientific approach to the study of living things. The course includes an overview of
the structural, developmental, and functional aspects of living things. Units covered include cells,
genetics, evolution, and ecology. The textbook and ancillary materials are adapted to meet the
needs of the students.
EARTH AND SPACE SCIENCE
Earth and Space Science is designed to give students a better understanding of the natural
environment through fundamental knowledge in the fields of geology, astronomy, meteorology,
and oceanography. Topics include mineral/rock structures of the earth, forces that change the
earth, star constellations, weather analysis, and ocean currents. The course exposes the students to
areas of the physical and natural sciences and is designed to meet the individual educational needs
of the students.
PHYSICAL SCIENCE
Physical Science I is an introduction to basic concepts of matter and energy. Demonstrations and
hands-on experiences will be used to emphasize everyday applications of basic physical science
principles.
TRANSITION II: COOPERATIVE WORK EXPERIENCE
Transition II: Cooperative Work Experience is designed for Learning Support students who would
like to have the opportunity for “on-the-job-training” to enable them to gain meaningful
employment after graduation. The students enrolled in this program will attend Hempfield Area
High School for a half day of classes, and the other half day will be on the job site.
The class will provide students with an opportunity to develop desired job performance skills. The
work experience program is designed to meet the needs of students who would derive greater
benefit from work experience than traditional academic training.
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Students applying for this course must provide their own transportation to and from the job site.
Failure to maintain successful employment will result in a withdrawal failure from the course, and
students must return to the high school for a full day schedule.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
TECHNOLOGY
EDUCATION PROGRAM OF STUDY
2019M
OF STUDIES 2016-2017

Pd/
Yr Sem Cycle 9
x
6
x

7015

Graphics 1

7023

Graphics 2

x

6

7033

Graphics 3

x

6

7105

CADD

7113

Engineering CADD

7125

Architectural CADD

7245

x

x

6

x

11
x

12 Credit
x
.5

x

x

x

.5

x

x

x

1.0

x

1.0

x

x

x

.5

6

x

x

x

1.0

x

6

x

x

x

.5

Power & Energy Technology

x

6

x

x

x

x

.5

7345

Robotics 1

x

6

x

x

x

x

.5

7445

Robotics 2

x

6

x

x

x

.5

7423

Manufacturing Systems

x

6

x

x

x

1.0

7443

Engineering Design

x

6

x

x

1.0

x

6

x

10
x
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Course Title
Foundations of Technology
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Course
No.
7005

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
FOUNDATIONS OF TECHNOLOGY
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
This is the cornerstone course of Technology Education; it introduces the student to the
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

fundamentals of the Technology Education Department at the high school. We provide hands-on
experiences in a variety of technical areas including Computer Aided Drafting (CADD), Graphics,
Communications, Manufacturing, Construction, and Transportation. Modules in each content area
focus on hand and computer activities. The course is designed and recommended for all students,
especially those wishing to pursue further studies in the technical and engineering world.
GRAPHICS 1
Graphics Communications develops an appreciation for a variety of Graphic Art forms used to
convey ideas to others. This class keys in on the old world graphic applications as well as the new
age of graphic printing. Students will assess graphic information and convert it into knowledge
that they can use in their own creative designs. Some examples of activities include screen
printing, Photo Shop, many types of printed paper products (notepads, stationary, etc.), and heat
transfer designs on shirts.
GRAPHICS 2
Prerequisite: Graphics 1 or Digital Photography
Digital Communications is a second level class that studies the digital world of informational
technology. Using advanced equipment and the latest software, students will have the opportunity
to explore practical applications including the re-creation of objects using Adobe software,
creation of signs, advertisements, radio and TV commercials / trailers, burning DVD’s, etc.
GRAPHICS 3
Prerequisite: 86%+ in Graphics 2 AND Teacher Recommendation
Graphics 3 is a production class that utilizes the fundamentals learned in prior classes to do work for
the school district. This small, specialized class of students is entrusted with the task of producing
graphic material for the district and its schools.
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ENGINEERING CADD
Prerequisite: CADD
Engineering CADD is a second level Computer Aided Drafting and Design course of the high
school technology education CADD program. This course provides the students with a detailed
explanation and practical application of technical drawing as it applies to the industry and
engineering. Students will also create innovative designs to technical problems. Highly
recommended to any student interested in Engineering as a career field.
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COMPUTER AIDED DRAFTING AND DESIGN (CADD)
Computer Aided Drafting and Design (CADD) is the introductory level course of the high school
technology education CADD program. This course provides the students with a broad
fundamental knowledge of two- and three-dimensional mechanical and architectural drafting
technology and the concept of design as it applies to engineering. As well as, learning how to
read, understand, and draw technical illustrations, the curriculum teaches technical literacy and
basic engineering to prepare each student for the real world. The element of design in computeraided drafting is unique in that it allows the student to apply learned drafting skills and concepts
to arrive at innovative design solutions.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
ARCHITECTURAL CADD
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
Prerequisite: CADD
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

Architectural Design is a second level Computer Aided Drafting and Design course of the high
school technology education CADD program. This course provides the students with an
opportunity to design a residential house and produce architectural plans reflective to those within
the industry. In Architectural Design, the students study and practice the various conventions of
architectural drafting as well as construction. They are required to maintain an architectural
portfolio. Although the course has structured content, it still allows individual creativity and
innovation in the design of each student’s house design. Students will learn about all aspects of
residential construction from site selection through finish carpentry. Architectural Design
includes print reading, surveying & excavation, foundation systems, floor & wall framing, roof
systems, plumbing, electrical systems, and finish carpentry. Activities will include the
construction of a scale model home featuring all systems mentioned above.

POWER AND ENERGY TECHNOLOGY
Power and Energy Technology is a hands-on laboratory based course in which students apply a
problem solving systems based approach to design and build working models of a variety of
transportation vehicles that operate in the land, water, air, and space environments. Students will
test and analyze the performance of their projects by applying appropriate math and science
concepts as well as energy sources and control devices. Specific activities include: model
airplane construction and flight, model rocket construction and flight, boat hull design and testing,
mousetrap powered vehicle competition, small engine tear down and rebuild, as well as other
various problem-solving activities. In addition, transportation history, impacts, careers, and future
trends are covered for each activity. Although the course has structured content, it allows for
creativity and innovation in the design.
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ROBOTICS 2
Prerequisite: 80%+ in Robotics 1
Students will use the knowledge obtained in Robotics 1 to further design, build and test remotely
piloted and autonomous robots in a competition format. In addition to further study of robotic
design and programming, students will be introduced to 3-D Parametric Modeling Software, 3-D
Printing, and computer aided machining so as to be able to rapid prototype various parts for their
vex system robots. Problem-solving and teamwork will be emphasized throughout the process.
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ROBOTICS 1
In this hands-on laboratory based course students will be provided with a basic introduction to the
areas of electronics and robotics. Students will design, build, test, analyze, and troubleshoot a
variety of automated and robotic systems with a focus on the engineering design process.
Students will work with a variety of platforms and software including but not limited to
MasterCam, Vex Robotics, and Robot C Programming Language. Areas of study will include
mechanics, circuitry, applied mathematics and engineering, analog and digital sensors, Computer
Numerical Machining (CNC), and computer programming. Students will focus on team building,
communication, and problem-solving techniques throughout the entirety of this course.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
Prerequisite: Foundations of Technology
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

In this hands-on laboratory based course, students will acquire the skills necessary to safely
process wood, metal and plastics using both traditional as well as advanced manufacturing
technologies by producing a variety of small products. Students will be introduced to a variety of
machines and software including but not limited to MasterCam, Techno CNC, Adobe Illustrator,
Autodesk Inventor, and epilog lasers to enhance the accuracy and appeal of their projects.
Students will then incorporate into a manufacturing team, where they will develop and massproduce a chosen product with an emphasis of quality control and industrial safety.
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ENGINEERING DESIGN
Prerequisite: Foundations of Technology and some intermediate Tech Ed course
This hands-on laboratory based course is designed for junior and senior students interested in
pursuing a career in engineering and technological based fields. Students will further focus on the
engineering design process, applying math, science, and engineering standards. They will also
utilize a variety of tools, materials, and traditional/advanced processes to design and build
innovative solutions to technical problems, both individually and in teams. A focus on
communication, documentation, and self-evaluation will be stressed throughout the design
process.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
WORLD
LANGUAGE
2019M
OF STUDIES
2016-2017 PROGRAM OF STUDY

Course
No.
Course Title
0013
French I

Pd/
Yr. Sem. Cycle 9
x
6
x

10 11
x
x

12
x

0023

French II

x

6

x

x

x

x

1.0

0033

Honors French II

x

6

x

x

x

x

1.0

0043

French III

x

6

x

x

x

1.0

0053

Honors French III

x

6

x

x

x

1.0

0073

Honors French IV

x

6

x

x

1.0

0093

French Language AP V

x

6

x

1.0

0113

German I

x

6

0123

German II

x

6

0133

German III

x

6

0143

German IV

x

6

0313

Spanish I

x

6

x

x

0323

Spanish II

x

6

x

0333

Honors Spanish II

x

6

x

0343

Spanish III

x

0353

Honors Spanish III

0373

x

Credit
1.0

x

x

x

1.0

x

x

x

1.0

x

x

1.0

x

1.0

x

x

1.0

x

x

x

1.0

x

x

x

1.0

6

x

x

x

1.0

x

6

x

x

x

1.0

Honors Spanish IV

x

6

x

x

1.0

0393

AP Spanish Language V

x

6

x

1.0

ZC0213

Latin I (Cyber Only)

x

6

ZC0223

Latin II (Cyber Only)

x

6

ZC0233

Latin III (Cyber Only)

x

6

x

x

x

x

1.0

x

x

x

1.0

x

x

1.0
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*Any student starting a world language is encouraged to complete as many years as possible of
the same language. The department recommends a minimum of three years.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
FRENCH I
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
Prerequisite: Successful completion of previous English Course
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

French I provides an introduction to French through listening, speaking, reading, and writing
activities. The student will begin to exchange ideas orally and in writing, to participate in simple
practical conversations, to build a basic vocabulary, and to develop an appreciation of French
culture and geography.
FRENCH II
Prerequisite: 70%+ average in French I
French II is designed to improve the student’s ability to communicate in the target language
through speaking, listening, reading, and writing. The student will also learn more about the
francophone world through a variety of cultural activities and simulation of authentic situations.
French is the primary mode of communication in the classroom.
HONORS FRENCH II
Prerequisite: 93%+ average in French I and teacher recommendation
Honors French II builds on basic language principles introduced in French I, with emphasis on
increased mastery of skills. Conducted entirely in French, the course challenges the student
through increased exposure to a variety of authentic materials and cultural activities, as well as
creative simulation of practical, real-life situations.
FRENCH III
Prerequisite: 70%+ average in French II
French III is designed to expand the student’s knowledge of French culture, vocabulary and
grammar through continued development of the four skills: listening, speaking, reading, and
writing. Through a variety of cultural enrichment activities, use of authentic materials and
opportunities for self-expression and creativity, the student will learn more about the French way
of life. This course is conducted primarily in French.
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HONORS FRENCH IV
Prerequisite: 78%+ avg. in Honors French III or French III or teacher recommendation
The Honors French IV student will further advance speaking, listening, reading, and writing
skills in a personalized, original, and challenging manner through use of authentic materials and
involvement in cultural activities. Emphasis is on original and expanded self-expression and
creative student participation. The course is conducted exclusively in French.
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HONORS FRENCH III
Prerequisite: 87%+ avg. in Honors French II, 93%+ in French II, or teacher
recommendation
Honors French III expands upon skills acquired in Honors French II by focusing on creative
student participation, francophone culture and real-life simulations. Exclusive usage of French
helps to accelerate the development of the four skill areas: listening, speaking, reading, and
writing.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
FRENCH LANGUAGE AP V
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
Prerequisite: 78% average in Honors French IV or teacher recommendation
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

French Language V AP stresses advanced speaking and listening skills and includes an extensive
reading component, including literature from francophone countries and articles from periodicals,
as well as an in-depth grammar review and constant exposure to native speakers through various
forms of technology and personal contact. The student will have an opportunity to further develop
conversational skills through role-playing, exploration of the francophone world, and lively
classroom discussions, enhanced through the exclusive use of French in the classroom. A strand
of this course prepares students for the Advanced Placement exam.
GERMAN I
Prerequisite: Successful completion of previous English Course
German I provides an introduction to German through listening, speaking, reading, and writing
activities. Students will engage in practical conversations, build a basic vocabulary, and develop
an appreciation of geography and German-speaking culture.
GERMAN II
Prerequisite: 70%+ average in German I
German II is designed to improve the students’ ability to communicate in the target language
through speaking, listening, reading, and writing. The student will also learn more about the
German-speaking world through a variety of cultural activities and simulation of authentic
situations. Emphasis is on use of German in the classroom.
GERMAN III
Prerequisite: 70%+ average in German II
German III is designed to expand the students’ knowledge of German-speaking culture,
vocabulary and grammar through continued development of the four skills: speaking, listening,
reading, and writing. Via a variety of cultural enrichment activities, use of authentic materials and
opportunities for self-expression and creativity, the students will learn more about life in Germanspeaking countries. In order to enhance speaking and listening skills, this course is conducted
primarily in German.
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SPANISH I
Prerequisite: Successful completion of previous English Course
Spanish I provides an introduction to Spanish through listening, speaking, reading, and writing
activities. The student will begin to exchange ideas orally and in writing, participate in simple
practical conversations, build a basic vocabulary, and develop an appreciation of geography and
Spanish culture.
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GERMAN IV
Prerequisite: 70%+ average in German III
German IV students focus on complex grammatical structures in selected readings to gain greater
proficiency in translating and paraphrasing and to improve vocabulary and discussion skills.
Emphasis is placed on original and expanded self-expression, use of authentic materials and
creative student participation. In order to enhance speaking and listening skills, this course is
conducted primarily in German.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
SPANISH II
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
Prerequisite: 70%+ average in Spanish I
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

Spanish II is a continuation of Spanish I with increased emphasis on communication skills, as well
as the expansion of the reading, writing, and listening skills. Additional exposure to cultural
awareness will be encountered through a variety of activities and simulating practical, real-life
situations. Emphasis is on use of Spanish in the classroom.
HONORS SPANISH II
Prerequisite: 93%+ average in Spanish I and teacher recommendation
Honors Spanish II builds on basic language principles introduced in Spanish I, with more
emphasis on speaking, listening, reading, and writing skills. Conducted entirely in Spanish, the
course challenges students through increased exposure to a variety of authentic materials, a
variety of cultural activities and through creative simulation of practical, real-life situations.
SPANISH III
Prerequisite: 70%+ average in Spanish II
Spanish III is designed to expand the students’ knowledge of Spanish culture, vocabulary and
grammar through continued development of the four skills: speaking, listening, reading, and
writing. Through a variety of cultural enrichment activities, use of authentic materials and
opportunities for self-expression and creativity, the students will learn more about the Spanish
way of life. This course is conducted primarily in Spanish.
HONORS SPANISH III
Prerequisite: 87%+ avg. in Honors Spanish II, 93%+ in Spanish II, or teacher
recommendation
Honors Spanish III expands upon skills acquired in Honors Spanish II focusing on student
participation, Hispanic cultures and simulating real-life situations. Conducted entirely in Spanish,
the course accelerates the development of the four skill areas: listening, speaking, reading, and
writing.
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SPANISH LANGUAGE AP V
Prerequisite: 78%+ average in Honors Spanish IVor teacher recommendation
Spanish Language AP V stresses advanced speaking and listening skills and includes an extensive
reading component, including literature from Spanish-speaking countries and articles from
periodicals, as well as an in-depth grammar review and constant exposure to native speakers
through various forms of technology and personal contact. The student will have the opportunity
to further develop conversational skills through role-playing, exploring the Spanish-speaking
world, and lively classroom discussions, enhanced through the exclusive use of Spanish in the
classroom. A strand of this course prepares students for the Advanced Placement exam.
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HONORS SPANISH IV
Prerequisite: 78%+ avg. in Honors Spanish III or Spanish III, or teacher recommendation
The Honors Spanish IV student will further advance speaking, listening, reading, and writing
skills in a personalized, original, and challenging manner through use of authentic materials and
involvement in cultural activities. The emphasis is on original and expanded self-expression and
creative student participation. The course is conducted in Spanish.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
LATIN I (Cyber Only)
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
Latin I focuses on the development of grammar principles, vocabulary, and sentence construction
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017

through readings based on Roman civilization and mythology. Since more than 60% of the
English language has evolved from the elements of Latin, this course helps to improve one’s
working vocabulary. It is recommended for college bound students and for those students who
are interested in a stronger classical background.

LATIN II (Cyber Only)
Prerequisite: 70%+ average in Latin I
Latin II is a readings-based course, formatted in an intuitive calendar view, which represents an
ideal blend of language learning pedagogy and online learning. Units consist of vocabulary
themes and numerous interactive games reinforcing grammar, reading and listening
comprehension activities, speaking and writing activities, and cultural presentations covering
significant aspects of Roman culture or their modern-day manifestations and assessments.
LATIN III (Cyber Only)
Prerequisite: 70%+ average in Latin II
Latin III continues to follow the course structure of Latin II. Students utilize the intuitive
calendar, which blends language learning pedagogy and online learning. Students define
vocabulary, enhance grammar skills, build reading and listening comprehension, practice
speaking, and writing. Students grasp a deeper understanding of the aspects of Roman culture
through cultural presentations and assessments.
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LATIN IV (Cyber Only)
Prerequisite: 70%+ average in Latin III
Latin IV follows the course structure of the previous levels, and also offers a project component.
Students utilize the intuitive calendar to master vocabulary themes and grammar skills, reading
and listening comprehension, speaking, and writing. Students analyze the aspects of Roman
culture through cultural presentations and assessments. Students participate in project based
learning assignments to capture the essence of daily Roman life.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
CENTRAL WESTMORELAND CAREER AND TECHNOLOGY CENTER
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
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The prerequisite for all coursework at CWCTC is acceptance into the program. CWCTC
courses are worth three credits. CWCTC course numbers (the final digit) indicate the
following:
Shop Numbers
1 = AM
3 = PM
Course
No.
Course Title
Yr.
9
10
11
12
8031 (3)
Auto Collision Technology
x
x
x
x

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
AUTO COLLISION TECHNOLOGY
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
Students enrolled in the Auto Collision Technology program are exposed to the latest equipment
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and develop skills necessary to be an effective auto collision specialist. Students will be
knowledgeable in the repair and restoration of body, frame and upholstery of automobiles.
Students will work with practical application in metal straightening, gas and electric welding,
spray painting and polishing.

AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY
Students interested in the service and repair of automotive equipment will find the Auto
Technology program an outstanding choice. Students will be trained to utilize all the latest
diagnostic equipment in the industry. Emphasis is placed on standard shift drive and conventional
and front wheel drive theory. Exploration will include a study of electricity. Advanced students
will also receive instruction in air conditioning, wheel alignment, and brakes. Students will also
complete the state vehicle safety and emissions inspector certifications. Students will work
toward ASE (Automotive Standards of Excellence) certification and may participate in the AYES
(Automotive Youth Education Systems) internship.
CARPENTRY
Carpentry students develop skills to become effective members of a construction team. Students
will gain valuable skills that will enable them to produce residential and commercial framework,
cabinetry, and other forms of woodwork. The program consists of practical application in
woodworking, tool/machine handling, building layout, and framing. Skills will also be developed
in roof construction, exterior/interior finish work, stair construction, and concrete forms. Students
are also exposed to the various inspection and building code requirements.
COMMERCIAL & ADVERTISING ART
The Commercial Art students learn to serve the communication media in today's world: books,
posters, packages, displays, and signs. The program consists of practical application as well as
basic theory. The practical application consists of drawing, figure construction and anatomy,
cartooning, layout and graphic design, lettering and typography, mechanical overlays, and
portfolio assembly. The theoretical studies include color, layout design and composition, as well
as advertising art.
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CONSTRUCTION TRADES
A skilled trades mechanic is a valuable part of any construction team. Students in this program
will become skilled and knowledgeable in plumbing, carpentry, electricity, painting, wall
coverings, and masonry. A trained professional can work on new construction as well as
restoration projects. Students enrolled in the Construction Trades program will also gain valuable
skills in blueprint reading, tool and material handling, and building code requirements.
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COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCE
The fast-paced, ever-changing computer field has opened many opportunities for individuals with
a desire to work with computers. Those enrolled in the program will receive an overview of
computer fundamentals. Students will have an extensive study of the software packages available
on Microsoft Office such as: Word, Power Point, Access and Excel. A comparison of text editors
and Dreamweaver, editors for web development, will be completed. An opportunity to explore
and become knowledgeable in Visual Basic, Oracle SQL, C++, Java and Android Programming
will be given to the students.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
COSMETOLOGY
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
Students enrolled in the Cosmetology Program will gain skills in haircutting techniques,
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shampooing, and coloring, and also develop skills in manicures, pedicures and massages.
Exploration is placed on hair structure, anatomy and sanitation. A simulated salon environment is
used by students to allow for practice of these skills. The goal of the program is for students to
gain skill proficiency in preparation for the State Board of Cosmetology Exam.
CULINARY ARTS
A reputation for serving and preparing good food is essential for any restaurant, hotel or resort.
The Culinary Arts students will gain the skills to be an effective part of the hospitality industry.
Students will develop skills in hot/cold food preparation, baking and menu planning in the
school’s kitchen. Techniques in cake decorating and other confectionary items will be explored.
Emphasis will be placed on safety, nutrition and restaurant operation.
ELECTRICAL OCCUPATIONS TECHNOLOGY
Electricity plays a vital role in the way we live, work and spend our leisure time. Skilled
electricians are needed to perform work in industrial, public and residential buildings. Students
acquire practical application in the installation and maintenance of programmable controls,
residential wiring, electrical circuits and commercial wiring. Students will also have the
opportunity to learn solar and wind technology. Students will gain valuable skills when working
with transformers, capacitors, resistors, inductors and conduit bending. Proficiency will be
developed in blueprint reading and understanding of the National Electrical Code.
GRAPHIC DESIGN TECHNOLOGY
Students looking for a future that will enable them to communicate through multiple modalities
will enjoy the Graphic Design program. The program consists of an overview of the graphic
technology field. Students will explore such areas as: graphic design, art, digital design,
photography, pre-press production, offset printing, bindery work, silk screen production, as well
as desk top publishing. Students enrolled in this program will also generate and edit photography
with Adobe editing and design products.
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HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING
Heating and Air Conditioning Systems control the temperature, humidity and total air quality, and
the need for trained technicians continues to grow. Students enrolled in the program will gain
valuable skills in all aspects of the HVAC industry. Entry-level students will become
knowledgeable in electricity beginning with OHM’s Law, advancing to schematics and circuitry.
Emphasis is placed on piping, soldering and brazing. Students will be able to install, diagnose
and repair fossil fuel systems and heat pumps. Valuable skills will be gained in blueprint reading
and customer service.
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HEALTH OCCUPATIONS TECHNOLOGY
Health Occupations Technology is a program designed to prepare individuals for entry level
employment in a variety of health occupations under the supervision of a registered nurse.
Special emphasis is placed on nurse assisting, medical assisting, and home health care. The core
curriculum consists of planned coursework for introduction of health careers, basic anatomy and
physiology, medical terminology, legal and ethical aspects of health care and communications.
This curriculum is based on research, experience and many resources. The goal of the Health
Occupations Technology program is to train a worker that is skilled, knowledgeable and able to
meet the needs of the industry today and well into the future.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
HORTICULTURE
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
The Horticulture program is an excellent opportunity for students to gain valuable skills to work
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in a greenhouse environment. Students will explore plant science concepts as they relate to
producing crops in a greenhouse or nursery setting. Techniques for creating flower arrangements,
corsages designed for use in weddings, parties and other social affairs, will be developed.
Students will work in the retail store to develop skills in marketing and retailing. In the school’s
outdoor lab, students will become knowledgeable in landscape design, maintenance and
installation. Students will become proficient in the use of power tools as well as basic hand tools
used in the trade.
LOGISTICS AND WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT
As technology advances the way we ship and receive goods, the need for trained material handlers
will continue to grow. Students enrolled in the Logistics and Warehouse Management program
will gain practical application by working in the school’s live distribution center. Participants will
gain valuable skills in the use of the computer in maintaining an ongoing inventory, receiving and
shipping goods, and updating stock cards. Students will also learn the bar coding process for
scanning merchandise for inventory control. Professional communication and telephone skills are
stressed throughout the program. Proper use and operation of an electric forklift, electric pallet
lift and other equipment used by a materials handler will be taught in the course. Students will
also be knowledgeable in postal regulations, preparing shipments and costs.
MACHINE TRADES TECHNOLOGY
Metal workers use powered machine tools to shape and form many parts which when assembled,
produce many of the products that we use. The Machine Trades Technology program is a NIMS
(National Institute of Metal Working Skills) certified program that consists of practical
application in metal cutting, drilling, milling, turning, grinding, sawing and non-traditional
electrical discharge/plunge and wire cutting machines. Students become proficient in the use of
rulers, micrometers, dial calipers, optical-comparator, CMM (Coordinate Measuring Machine),
hardness tester and surface finisher testers. Students will also gain skills in blueprint readings.
Interested students may acquire NIMS credentials that are recognized by employers nationwide.
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ROBOTICS ENGINEERING
Robotics Engineering curriculum covers electronics, integrated computer applications, technical
science, and robotics technology. Intense and rigorous, the program challenges students to
achieve excellence by focusing on real applications using ROBOTC programming language.
Students will utilize CAD programs for electronic circuits and testing, along with virtual
instrumentation for design of robotic behaviors through challenges and gaming situations.
Students in this program enjoy math, science, technology, and computers. Students enrolled in
the program have the opportunity to join the “FIRST” robotics team.
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MASONRY
Mason work is used in every part of our daily lives. Skilled masons construct hospitals, schools,
malls and even our homes. Masons work with such materials as concrete, brick, stone and tile.
The program consists of practical application of blueprint reading, and the use of masonry tools
and equipment. Students will become proficient in layout design, arches, bonds, corners and
ornamental patterns. Students will gain skills to complete fireplaces, glass block windows, walls
and ceramic tile work. Exercises will be repeated in order to develop accuracy, neatness, speed
and the necessary experience to analyze and solve problems. Students will also gain knowledge
in estimating costs of projects and building code requirements.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
PAINTING & DECORATING
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
This program is an excellent opportunity for those interested in exterior/interior painting, interior
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decorating, wood finishing, and dry wall finishing and spray-painting. The program consists of
practical application as well as basic theory. The practical application includes applying paint to
interior and exterior surfaces. Emphasis is placed on proper handling of brushes, rollers, and
spray equipment. Students will be taught to hand wall covering, borders, vinyl fabric, and faux
finishing to enhance the look of interior rooms. Students will gain skills in estimating, measuring
and color fundamentals. Time is also allotted for wood finishing and refinishing.
PLUMBING
Students enrolled in the Plumbing programs will have a strong understanding of plumbing
fundamentals. Explorations will occur in a hands-on environment. Students will be developing
skills in sanitary piping systems, venting piping systems, and water supply systems, in both
installation and repair. Plumbing students will learn to read blueprints as well as how electricity
and welding are used in the trade. Students will gain valuable knowledge in job planning and
OSHA regulations.
POWER LINE
Students enrolled in the Powerline program will make the connection to America’s
communication network. Students will gain technical skills in installation, trouble shooting and
repair of telecommunication equipment of all types, including telephone networks, computer
networks, and video systems. Students will gain a fundamental understanding of electricity and
electronics. Students will have the opportunity to learn pole and tower climbing techniques.
Particular attention will be given to the computer and how it relates to telecommunication.
Interested students may acquire industry certifications in networking and fiber optics through CTech.
PROTECTIVE SERVICES
The Protective Services Program is intended to present a comprehensive public safety education
to students interested in pursuing a career or volunteer service in the fire, emergency medical, law
enforcement or emergency management services. The primary focus in this program is personal
safety and the interrelationship between public safety agencies. Since all areas of public safety
must work together, and responsibilities often overlap boundaries, the student will be expected to
meet a minimum level of proficiency in all areas of the training program. The program also serves
as a springboard into health-care, legal, industrial safety and public administration education
careers.
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WELDING
Welding is the most common way of permanently joining metal parts. Because of its strength,
welding is used to construct and repair ships, automobiles, spacecraft and many other
manufactured products. Students enrolled in the program will be taught the fundamentals of
welding. Students will learn to join metals by using Shielded Metal Arc Welding (SMAW), Gas
Metal Arc Welding (GMAW), and Gas Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW). Students will also
acquire skills in Oxy Acetylene Gas Welding. Skills in metal forming, layout and cutting will
also be obtained. Job safety is stressed throughout the program.

HAHS PROGRAM OF STUDIES 2018-2019
20192019STUDIES
SPORTS THERAPY AND EXERCISE SCIENCE
GFGHFGHFHGFHJFH20182018201820192019
Sports Therapy and Exercise Science is a Sports Medicine class designed to expose the student to
2019M OF STUDIES 2016-2017
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health care professions such as physical / occupational therapy, speech language pathology, athletic
training, exercise physiology related to cardiac rehabilitation and personal training. Those interested
in becoming a physician or physician assistant would also gain a wealth of knowledge from this
class. Students can obtain a certification from the National Academy of Sports Medicine (NASM)
as well as CPR and First Aide certification. This course provides clinical experience, medical
terminology, anatomy, physiology, pathophysiology and clinical and general nutrition. The student
will learn about the normal processes of the human body and what can go wrong when disease or
dysfunction exist. Students will be able to watch surgeries and visit medical facilities to observe
rehabilitation. Clinical skills will be taught and practiced. Students will be challenged in math and
science. Writing for medical documentation purposes will be a focus throughout the curriculum.
Like all of our technology programs, this is a STEM program.
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